INTRODUCTION to NLP
Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) is an approach to psychotherapy and organizational change
based on "a model of interpersonal communication chiefly concerned with the relationship between
successful patterns of behaviour and the subjective experiences (esp. patterns of thought) underlying
them" and "a system of alternative therapy based on this which seeks to educate people in selfawareness and effective communication, and to change their patterns of mental and emotional
behaviour".[1] This is a profound way to understand and change behavior for the positive.
The co-founders, Richard Bandler and linguist John Grinder, believed that NLP would be useful in "finding
ways to help people have better, fuller and richer lives".[2] They coined the term "Neuro-Linguistic
Programming" to emphasize their belief in a connection between the neurological processes ("neuro"),
language ("linguistic") and behavioral patterns that have been learned through experience
("programming") and can be organized to achieve specific goals in life.[3][4][5]
In early workshops by Bandler and Grinder and in books that followed, I heard it claimed[6] that through
the use of NLP, problems especially phobias could be overcome in a single short session whereas
traditional therapies would have taken weeks, or even months or years of regular sessions to make
progress.[7][8] NLP is capable of addressing the full range of problems that psychologists are likely to
encounter, such as phobias, depression, habit disorder, psychosomatic illnesses, and learning
disorders.[9]

NLP also espoused the potential for self-determination through overcoming learned limitations[10] and
emphasized well-being and healthy functioning. Bandler and Grinder claimed that if the effective patterns
of behavior of outstanding therapists (and other exceptional communicators) could be modeled then
these patterns could be acquired by others.[11] NLP has been adopted by private psychotherapists
worldwide, including hypnotherapists, who undertake training in NLP and apply it to their practice. Later, it
was promoted as a "science of excellence", derived from the study or "modeling"[12] of how successful or
outstanding people in different fields obtain their results. NLP has gained popularity within management
training, life coaching, and the self-help industry.[13]

NLP originated when Richard Bandler, a student at University of California, Santa Cruz, was listening to
and selecting portions of taped therapy sessions of the late Gestalt therapist Fritz Perls as a project for
Robert Spitzer.[16][17] Bandler believed he recognized particular word and sentence structures which
facilitated the acceptance of Perls' therapeutic suggestions. Bandler took this idea to one of his university
lecturers, John Grinder, a linguist. Together they studied Perls's utterances on tape and observed a
second therapist Virginia Satir to produce what they termed the meta model, a model for gathering
information and challenging a client's language and underlying thinking.[18]
The meta model was presented in 1975 in two volumes, The Structure of Magic I: A Book About
Language and Therapy and The Structure of Magic II: A Book About Communication and Change, in
which the authors expressed their belief that the therapeutic "magic" as performed in therapy by Perls and
Satir, and by performers in any complex human activity, had structure that could be learned by others
given the appropriate models. They believed that implicit in the behavior of Perls and Satir was the ability

to challenge distortion, generalization and deletion in a client's language. The linguistic aspects were
based in part on previous work by Grinder using Noam Chomsky's transformational grammar.[19]

NLP, Eye Contact & Rapport
It was both comical and sad. The electrical goods salesman was trying so hard. He'd come through the
one-size-fits-all school of communication skills in which he'd learned a few rules for how to create rapport
with people. And he was resolutely sticking to those rules.
He'd learned 'good eye contact' was important and was using every trick in the book to get the customer
to look him in the eye - asking her direct questions, pausing after she answered, mentioning her name
and then pausing, and so on. But the customer was having none of this.
She wasn't into this eye contact thing at all and successfully countered all of the salesman's efforts. She'd
look at the product, out the window, at the ground, the ceiling, in fact anywhere except into the
salesman's eyes.
Me? I was hanging around waiting to be served and, because I train people in selling and influencing,
couldn't resist surreptitiously observing the struggle. I only just managed to resist the temptation to take
him by the elbow and say “Look, it's not working. Try something different – like doing it her way, for a
change!”
The Myth about 'Good Eye Contact'
It's amazing how many communication skills' books and courses perpetuate the myth that 'good' eye
contact means gazing fixedly into the other person's eyes. For a few people this will work well. However
many people are likely to find it uncomfortable to the point where they begin to wonder if you are trying to
hypnotize them or ask them for a date, or both.
If you meet lots of people in your daily life it's a good idea to think about how you make eye contact - it is,
after all, one of the first things people use to form an impression of you!
Some Eye Contact Styles
Spend some time observing people and you will soon recognize that there are many different eye contact
styles of which the more common are:
(1) The Fixed Stare Style: their eyes never leave you and practically bore through you. Occasionally this
style is used as a power trick to intimidate or to give the impression that the person is more confident than
they really are. Much used by politicians who have been thoroughly coached in how to appear a lot more
trustworthy than they often turn out to be!
(2) The Darting Glance Style: They do look at you – but with very brief glances. They tend to look at you
only when your gaze is averted. This style can give the impression of either low self confidence or lack of
trustworthiness so if it happens to be your natural style you may wish to remedy the situation rather than
transmit such a non-verbal message.
(Rather than being related to their trustworthiness or their confidence this lack of eye contact is more
likely to be due to their personal thinking style. Many people have developed the habit of having to look

away, or even close their eyes momentarily, in order to think about what they are saying. In a later article
we will look at this subject and at what the direction a person's eyes move in tell you about the ideal
communication style to use with them.)
(3) The No-Eye-Contact style: Their eyes rarely, if ever, meet yours. They use peripheral vision to watch
you. This style is much favored by country dwellers whose lifestyle has not included many opportunities
for gazing into the eyes of other humans.
You may have noticed, while out in the open country, that there is a tendency to use somewhat less eye
contact and to stand further from one another than would be the norm on a city street. As with the Darting
Glance the style can be misinterpreted. However the No Eye Contact style is more likely to be a learned
behavior than an essential part of their thinking strategy.
(4) The Turn-And-Turn-About Style: This is the most common style. I look quite steadily at you while
you are speaking. (Although, if you appear to find this uncomfortable, I look away occasionally to avoid
creating tension). When it is my turn to speak you look at me steadily while I still meet your gaze but look
away a little more (to think, gather my thoughts, check my feelings, etc.).
Action Points
The NLP approach to inter-personal communication is to use a slightly different style with each person
rather than use the one-size-fits-all approach. This is because treating each person as a unique individual
is at the core of NLP and because Rapport in NLP is based on maximizing the similarities between us
and playing down the differences..
People are unconsciously signaling to us how they wish us to behave towards them. This is done nonverbally – through their body language. Match those parts of a person's body language that they have
least conscious awareness of and you are on your way to creating excellent rapport. (Although what you
are doing is out of their conscious awareness it will still register with them at a subtle feeling level).
In creating Rapport matching does not mean mimicking – if only because to do so would alert the person,
consciously, to what you are doing. Matching means adapting your own behavior so it is somewhat
similar to the other person's. So you do not do exactly the same as they do you do enough to non-verbally
signal that you are emphasizing the similarities between you.
Which behaviors do you match? Eye contact is an excellent way to begin creating better rapport since
few people have conscious awareness of their personal eye contact style. (Another excellent way of
creating rapport is to match how a person uses their voice – their voice speed, volume, tempo, and
rhythm, for example).
Use Eye Contact to Improve Rapport
(1) If they use the fixed-stare: While speaking to them look at them for longer than you might otherwise
do. But avoid getting into I-will-not-look-away-until-you-do competition. When you are doing the listening
give them quite sustained eye contact. (If, at first, you find this a little uncomfortable you can ease your
own tension by varying your expression and by using head nods and 'Uh-huh' sounds.)
(2) If they use Darting Glances: Giving them sustained eye contact will be perceived as aggressive or
even intimidating. Adopt a somewhat similar style by looking away more than might be normal for you,
especially when you are doing the speaking.
(3) If they use minimal eye contact: Make much less eye contact that you might normally do. Practicing
using peripheral vision to watch them.

(Incidentally, it is quite likely that these people will also prefer to maintain a larger personal space zone so
avoid moving too close to them.)

NLP & Rapport
Rapport, in NLP, is not just something that occurs as a result of people of people being in tune with one
another. It is something that can be created – very quickly and easily – even with people we do not know,
with whom we do not have common interests, and even with people with whom we disagree.
Matching a person's eye contact style is one way of creating this rapport. And it is easy because they are
already giving you a demo of how to do it! Simply observe them and then match their style.
NLP is a modeling process. It is based on what works. Whether or not they have been 'scientifically
validated' we will use those behaviors which produce satisfactory results – and jettison the ones which
don't!
Matching non-verbal behavior works.
Do it subtly. Initially it may feel a little strange – most new behaviors do – so simply use matching in the
first three or four minutes of a conversation and then revert to your normal style.
Gradually, with practice, it will become more natural for you and soon you will discover that you are doing
it without (consciously) having to think about it – you'll have reached unconscious competence.

The Fundamental Principles of
Neuro-Linguistic-Programming
The Fundamental Principles or 'Fundamental Presuppositions' of NLP are 'fundamental' in that
they providean attitudinal background against which to apply NLP effectively and ethically.
In NLP we consider these to be working hypotheses rather than truths: we ‘act as if’ these principles are
true – while recognizing that there will be many situations in which this will not be the case.

Interacting with others






Take responsibility for how others respond to you. ('The meaning of your communication is the
response you get')
Act as if people have all the mental and emotional resources they need even if they do not
currentlyrecognise this.
Discover the other person’s perceptions before you begin to influence them. ('Meet people in their
own unique model of the world')
Recognize that in any situation a person is making the best choice with the resources which they
currently perceive as being available to them.
Recognize that each person’s ‘truth’ is true for them even if it differs from your ‘truth’ – since any
person's internal view of reality is just that – a ‘version’ of reality. ('The map is not the territory')



Recognize that people interact with their internal versions of reality rather than with pure,
sensory-based, input.

Personal Development & State Management






Enhance your behavioral and attitudinal flexibility. ('In any interaction the person with the greatest
behavioral flexibility has most influence on the outcome')
Act as if there is a solution to every problem.
Recognize the other person’s Identity or Self Image – by distinguishing between their behavior
and their identity or self image.
Act as if every behavior is/was a means of fulfilling a positive intention, at some level, in a
person’s life.
Redefine mistakes as feedback – and change what you are doing if what you are doing is not
working.

General Principles








NLP is a model rather than a theory – and it is the study of subjective experience.
NLP is a generative rather than a repair model – it emphasizes finding solutions rather than
analyzing causes – and in NLP we always add choices, rather than take these away.
Mind and body are part of the one system
All human behavior has a structure
External behavior is the result of how a person uses their representational systems.
If one human can do something then, potentially, anyone can.
Conscious mind capacity is very limited – supposedly to around 5-9 chunks of information.

These 'working principles or presuppositions have been around since the early days of NLP and are a
guide on how best to use NLP. They are pragmatic rather than idealistic or unrealistic and
provideexcellent guidelines on how best to use NLP with other people.
NLP is a very powerful technology the use of which, if not backed by these guidelines, can quite easily be
used to the detriment of others. This is why; in our NLP Practitioner Certification Program we explore
what each principle means in terms of behavior and attitude. And why they form a key element in our
assessment for certification as a Practitioner of NLP.
We believe that a true Certified Practitioner of NLP will have absorbed the key principles from the above
list and that this will be demonstrated in their behavior at an 'unconscious competence' level - so that their
behavior respects the self esteem, values and beliefs of other people.

NLP & Representational Systems
The term refers to how we use our five senses of smelling, tasting, hearing, seeing and feeling
to represent our experience of events.

Clues to a person’s inner activity
NLP is renowned for the attention we give to how a person demonstrates their use of their five senses their representational systems. This is because everything we experience is 'represented' internally in our
nervous system. Without our being consciously aware of it our five senses are constantly receiving and
processing information about the world about and within us.
And, since the mind and body are part of an interactive system, anything that happens in one part of the
system affects all parts of the system. We cannot, for example, have a thought without having a physical
response to that thought.
If I remember a feeling, or talk to myself about something or imagine a forthcoming event I will use my
senses - or representational systems - and this will be apparent to a skilled NLP-er in my use of certain
words or phrases, how I use my eyes, my voice tonality and even my breathing.
So in NLP we recognise that people are continuously communicating information about what they are
doing internally - their inner processing. And this information is available for those who have the ability to
discern it – who have taken the time to develop their sensory acuity and their ability to calibrate to, or
recognize the personal significance of, our external behavior.

The types of cue/clue

These are the cues, clues, or signals that we can pay attention to in order to identify which of their
representational systems a person is primarily using i.e. whether they are mainly remembering or making
pictures, talking to themselves, remembering or making sounds, or attending to their feelings.
The two main categories of cues which we pay attention to in NLP are predicates and eye accessing
cues.

The Predicates
These are the 'give-away' words and phrases: the adverbs, verbs, and adjectives which a person uses
and which indicate which of their representational systems they are more consciously aware of utilising at
that moment.

The NLP eye accessing cues
These are the body-language clues as to how a person is thinking. The eye accessing cues are the
directions in which they habitually look when they are thinking - or 'processing' information.

Non-verbal accessing - other
The eye movements patterns are the easiest accessing cues to observe. However you can also gain
information about a person's processing from their voice rate and tempo and tone, breathing
patterns, and gestures.
(The skills to recognize these behavioral signals and to interpret them in terms of the person's individual
style is a key part of the IMUNE NLP Practitioner Certification Program)

Basic NLP Behavioral
Modeling
In a nutshell!
Behavioral modeling in NLP or Neuro-Linguistic Programming is the study of how people get delightful
and successful results in their lives - and how people get less-than welcome results, too.
So, at its simplest, NLP Behavioral Modeling is the study of what accounts for the results that people
achieve. In other words what are the thoughts, behaviours, skills, beliefs, values, and other attitudinal
qualities that they use to do what they do.
For example, NLP Behavioural Modelling can be used to discover the 'mechanics' of thinking, feeling and
behaving the an excellent golf player or a mediocre accountant utilise to produce theirperformance.

Why do it?

In very simple modeling you can learn from/about someone else by asking lots of questions and by very
carefully listening to and observing their replies. In doing so you are likely to make some useful
discoveries - such as that they prepare themselves in a particular manner or that they have a certain way
of recovering from setbacks.
You may be able to incorporate some of their methods into your own behavioral repertoire or even find
their interest in their subject so contagious that you also want to take up the activity.
The other person, too, can benefit from your modeling. Many people take their skills for granted. When
you ask detailed questions about a person's strategy for doing something they may come to recognize
just how skilful they are. And with more advanced behavioral modeling such as we do in the NLP
Practitioner Certification Program, the quality of your questions can alert the other person to how they can
improve their own strategy.
You can assist them in improving. As you obtain details of their strategy you may discover areas for
improvement and alert them to these.
You can help others learn. By learning modeling with precision and skill you can pass on the behavior, or
part of it, to others.
You will understand them better. In modeling a person's behavior you temporarily enter their Model of the
World. Doing this increases your understanding of them. This is especially so when you model a person's
way of having feelings.
Through self modeling you discover more about your own feelings, thoughts and behaviors. This is a
particularly important application of behavioral modeling. For example you can discover the Anchors to
which you 'automatically' respond, the way you use your five senses, how you use your self talk, how you
use your body - and how doing each of these contributes towards the feelings you experience.

How to model behavior
At its simplest:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Become interested and curious.
Create rapport
Ask questions.
Listen and check your understanding of what they describe
Pay particular attention to their non-verbal communication
Use their answers to form a mental image/feeling and make notes.
Check your understanding periodically.

For example
If you wish to learn about someone's interest in taking their dog for a walk

What exactly do they do?

Get a precise description of the activity

How do they do it?

This provides more detail than the What? question. Do they use
a dog leash? A long or short leash? Do they talk to the dog? Do
they notice their surroundings? Do they walk fast or slowly? Do

they use a poop scoop? Etc.
When do they do it?

Morning and/or evening? Every day?

Where do they do it?

Local park? Country walks?

Why do they do it?

What motivates them to do it? What they get out of taking the
dog for a walk?

Model your own experience
By developing an attitude of continuously modeling your own experience you can engage in the
Kaizen concept of making continuous small improvements in how you go about things.

Individual Models of the World
In a nutshell:
It is recognition that we each experience the world differently.
People do not experience, or interact with, 'reality' for a number of reasons including:




It is physiologically impossible
Each person's senses are developed to different degrees and are used differently
In thinking a persons 'filters' the incoming data from the world creating a quite selective internal
version of reality

Yet most people assume that everyone experiences the world exactly as they do - and build a lot of
expectations and assumptions on this fallacy.

How to use this
1. Simply ask friends and colleagues about their experience - and note how that differs from your
own.

2. Note the representational systems that people specialize in. Get to know someone who has more
facility than you in a particular representational system and take the time to recognize how their
descriptions of events differ from you own.
3. Listen to how people describe a situation or an event and to the (Language Model)
presuppositions or assumptions in their descriptions.

Model of the World and the Language Model
In the Practitioner Programme we examine one of the most effective tools available for understanding
another person's model of the world - the NLP Meta Model. This part of the NLP Language Model is also
valuable in assisting a person in developing a more useful and reality-based model of the world.

NLP in Selling or Networking
Values, positioning & networking
When you apply NLP in selling you will increase your customer satisfaction rating and your repeat
business. The approach enables you to ensure that you match your products or services to your
customer's precise needs......and ensure that your customer is aware of how carefully you are attending
to their needs! By doing this you are positioning yourself differently in the mind of your customer. You're
no longer just another 'rep' or even a salesperson. In their mind you become 'someone-to-be-consulted
and a valuable resource rather than a nuisance-to-be-tolerated.

Customers respect networkers who respect them...
...and the converse applies, too. Who do you prefer to buy from? The pushy salesperson who talks at you
or the person who takes the time to discover your needs and then helps you find the best match for
these? Not a difficult choice, is it? It takes a little longer to sell this way. And a little more care. And a
greater respect for your customer. And quite a bit more skill. Yet it is not difficult to apply. The NLP in
selling methods work equally well for retail sales as for international salespeople selling high-ticket
products and services. Because customers don't like to be sold - they like to buy. And the key difference
is in how you treat them...

First they must buy you!
Experienced sales people know that customers are unlikely to buy your product or service or idea if they
don't like you. (Unless, of course, you are fortunate in being in a sellers' market.) First your customer
must 'buy' you - only then will they consider 'buying' your product or service oridea. NLP in networking is
so powerful that, even where you are at a price or a technical specifications’ disadvantage, you can often
get the order if your relationship with your customer is right!

'Relationship networking'
When we 'model' or extract the key ingredients of successful selling strategies in order to apply NLP in
selling we find there are two chunks to the process: The task: to ensure that the customer recognizes the
value for them in your product or service or idea - and buys. Most sales training courses and books on
selling cater for this side of selling. The relationship: this is either ignored or given minimal attention by
most books, gurus, and training courses. Which partly explains how tough a field selling has become salespeople are inadequately equipped to deal with an increasingly sophisticated, better informed and
more demanding customer base. So sales people have begun looking for ways of becoming more skilful
at being 'customer friendly'! Instead of simply becoming more friendly with their customers! Yet so many
sales people hate selling. They actually fear their customers. Because they see it as a numbers' game
instead of a people game! When we model good sales people we find they actually like people. And
people pick this up and, if the product and terms are right, they become customers!

How to use NLP
to Network the SCIO
This is a short course on the business of NLP networking the SCIO to people. There are many factors we
will be approaching in this document and a stencil of a network presentation is in this document. Read,
learn, and think. If you think of negative objections write them down. Find ways of dealing with
objections. Find ways of dealing with negativity. These devices are registered, safe, and effective, there
is a forty years history of the development of this specific set of devices, and a hundred year history of
the overall technique of biofeedback, energetic medicine, and thousands of years of natural medicine.

Keep in mind you are networking an opportunity, a health care device that is proven to help people. The
research shows it can increase the health or wellness of person by 5% in one hour. One of our best
networkers from Germany told me that he has a simple group presentation. He says that he will take a
volunteer from the audience and make him better. He gets a volunteer and asks for a problem such as a
pain, itch, some problem, etc. Then he makes a measure of the low back flexibility, memory (how many
numbers they can remember, frontwards or backwards), mental acuity, and asks the audience to
observe the person’s mood, attitude, and emotional state. He then runs the device (demographics,

Calibration, test, therapy, homotox, and one 3 min loop therapy). Then the person will rate the pain or
problem. Seventy five percent of the time there is a reported improvement. 95% of the time there is
improvement and thus there is sometimes a resistance in a person to report or recognize the
improvement with his word driven conscious mind. Then he asks the audience to rate before and after.
There is a 95% chance that someone in the audience will perceive a positive difference. And then he remeasures the wellness criteria and there is a 95% chance that there is an improvement. A very very
healthy person might find it hard to see or verbally feel the change, so be careful to pick a person that is
not very healthy or not to pick someone on massive drugs that might mask improvement. The verbal
mind is not able to discern small health improvements, but the body electric does.
All of our studies and there have been hundreds show this phenomena. The sport study enclosed with
this document validates this. A sport athlete is improved by 5% or more and this increases his
performance. So it will not make a poor athlete a super athlete. It will make a poor athlete a mediocre
athlete, a mediocre one a good athlete, a good one a very good one and a very good one a super
athlete. It can improve a sick patient’s wellbeing. Sometimes when some electrical aberration that is key
is fixed, a miracle cure happens. There are thousands of these miracles reported in the testimonial files,
but this is a portion of the millions of client visits performed. Our seminars are flooded with these
stories. We should expect miracles. But let’s not guarantee them. These stories must be cautioned that
this is not the norm. The devices make most everybody better 95%. The five percent with little results
are most usually the ones with high SOC scores or lifestyle complications and mostly the ones on
steroids, nicotine, pain medications or other synthetic drugs. What we can guarantee is that the devices
are safe, and effective at improving health, reducing stress, reeducation of the muscles, and thus
increasing wellness when used correctly with the SOC index. (Suppression and Obstruction to Cure)
Now let’s focus on the sale and how to assist the purchaser. There is incredible diversity of people and
people have learned or are born with variation of mental skills. Some people like chocolate in fact most
do, some don’t. Some like shoes, some focus on sports, others focus on social issues, or even private
social issues. There is an incredible variation of mental preferences that make up the next person you
are about to meet. The better networkers is the one who can interact and gracefully with the person to
develop a respect and rapport. In other words start a friendship and a level of trust. To become a good
network person is to develop a skill of graceful interaction and communication.
Listen to the emotional side of your prospect or client:
Emotions are tied into almost everything we do even if we don't realize it. Your client may mention offhand that they are really stressed-out about a particular project they are working on (even if it doesn't
relate to what you're networking them). Make a note of this and see if there is anything you can do to
assist them. You may have another client who had a similar dilemma and found a good solution. Make
those connections and help where ever you can. You'll be rewarded with loyalty from all of your clients.

As we are assisting a decision we need to first qualify the decision. This is many fold but first try to
assess if the medical device with all of its training, rules, regulations, and complexities is the target or
the simple but less effective over the counter device OTC. The ideal medical device purchaser has some
nurse background, health care, or alternative health care background. Next try to assay if the finances

are good enough to get a lease or if there is a time bomb waiting. Last who are the deciders. If the
husband needs the wife to decide then it is best to do your number one demo or push with both in
attendance. It is not inappropriate to ask who will make the decision. In fact do not be afraid of asking
questions, you want to assist them and you need some information to help them. Now that you got the
deciders together let’s proceed to the demo.
You want to get some insight into the decision process of the deciding team. There are several tips that I
can give you based on my training in NLP (Neuro-Lingusitic-Programing, I was in the first NLP class given
and worked with Bandler and Grinder see NLP video).
If you ask the prospective purchaser about the last car they bought or other large purchase, you can get
insight on how to sell to them and assist the purchase. The decision process has some interesting
personal differences and finding out how they think is helpful to you.

Let me ask you such questions and give you some responses to see how to do this
demo properly.
When you bought your last car how did you decide what car to buy?
1. I saw this car and wanted it. 50% of the people use their vision to decide. They need to
see things like reports, certificates, studies, books, posters, power point presentations,
videos etc. they won’t read the reports but they need to see them, all of these things you
need to have for them to see.
2. I read about the car in a magazine. Only 5% of the people are readers. They will read the
articles, the studies, the internet. If there are bad reports on the internet and there are,
then approach the subject of the real purpose and real problem in the internet. These
problems are of no real substance and are unsubstantiated rumors by competitors and
or the synthetic drug companies. More on this later.
3. I heard about the car from a friend. 15% of people use the hearing channel to make a
decision. They want to hear stories, hear testimonials, etc. a tape of testimonials or a
recording in your power point presentation will do.
4. I drove the car and I liked it. 25 to 30 percent of the people are doers. Hey need to do
something to decide. Let them touch the keyboard, help them to do a patient, let them
see how easy it is, give them a demo not just as a patient or client but behind the
keyboard as a user.
Some people are mixers and use multiple channels and sometimes a wife uses a different channel than
the husband. So the best thing is to be prepared for all alternatives. The old Chinese proverb is to hear is
to wonder, to see to believe, to do is to know. Do not over mix or overload the decision process. It is
very delicate they are looking to find a way to not spend money. This is called network resistance, after
a sale it is called buyers’ remorse. Negativity and pushy techniques are bad. Meet them with a smile and
be prepared for the excuses and negative responses.

How many times did you have to see, hear, do before you decided?
1. One time 10% are one timers they are easy network
2. Two times 20% are two timers (bad pun but true)
3. Three times 60% are three timers. After three bits of evidence in the right channel they decide.
So have three bits of each channel and say the important lines, show the important studies, let
them do it three times in every visit. Be subtle not repetitive, be rephrase and have a good
portfolio. Even if you are a one timer, be prepared for most people with three of everything.
4. Never 10 % are never satisfied, these are difficult but still they drive cars, marry and buy things
and grumble about them. They can be sold. Maybe it will take multiple visits.

How did you do in Math in school? Or What was your favorite subject in school?
People who do poorly in math become math phobic. They can freeze when shown numbers. This is the
major difference between medical doctors and alternative practitioners. The student who did good or
even moderately good in math will have a greater ability to pass the chemistry and physics needed to
get into a medical school. The other math phobic alternative practitioner is afraid of math. The medical
math friendly doctor will want to see science, statistics, and numbers to make a decision. There is a
massive amount of science and research on the SCIO and it partner the SCIO home use. The math phobic
alternative will not want to see numbers they will freeze him. They make their mind up using stories.
Stories of how well it worked more emotion, more imagery. They want to see the testimonials, hear the
stories. Math friendly people have a greater success in solving life’s problems. The other has more
emotion often better relationships.
The subject they are best at gives you insight into their mind set. Math and science people solve
problems, and see the world as a problem to be solved. English students are communicators, and
communicate sometimes to excess. History students see the errors of the past, but sometimes are due
to repeat them. Physical Education people are into the physical and sometimes too into the physical if
you know what I mean. Geography students love to travel, but sometimes do so to excess in their minds.
Art and literature students are creators who most often disdain math and science, but can over depend
on their emotions. Some are mixers who see things in multiple ways for multiple reasons.
So be aware of this because too many numbers will freeze a math phobic. Too much emotion can freeze
a stats freak. Having an insight into how they make decisions is very helpful.

How is the car your driving now compare to the car you were driving before
compare ? How would compare what you are doing now as to a year ago? Any
question to compare
1. The same 20% of the people are samers. They like the same. They are very conservative. They do
not like new untested items.

2. Same but different, getting better, improving 60% are in this category they like things to improve
and to grow. They like the old but see advances as a positive process
3. Different 20% like only the new. The newer the better. They change jobs, spouses, homes,
opinions, devices, etc. They like the razors edge of technology.
So a wise company like Tide has new and improved Tide in the same old box. They cater to all in that
simple statement. Energetic medicine is over 100 years old. The SCIO technology has been used for over
two decades, twenty years. It has been researched for over forty years, four decades, and it is constantly
being updated to make it the razors edge of medical technology for modern medicine. This technology is
over forty years old and new and improved. Don’t over concentrate on the new with a samer, or over do
the longevity with a different decision maker. Sense the decision process and go with the flow.

How do you feel about government authority?
1. Blind belief 9% are excessive conservative and believe that the governmental authority must be
blindly followed. These are the ultra conservatives. They worship the medical doctors no matter
what, and when the doctor says shit they jump into the corner and squat, they are not the target
audience. Even if the doctor kills their whole family it’s ok he’s a registered doctor. They still can
be sold but be at the top of your game.
2. Authority is needed but can be sometimes wrong , so we need to watch them 68% of the people
know that authority and rules are necessary but sometimes there can be abuse of power,
corruption, or simple flawed judgment.
3. Authority most is always wrong 23% of the people are excessively liberal and thus always disdain
rules, and authority
Many people will argue on everything, such as father with son when actually they have this base
difference in belief on authority. The SCIO system has obeyed every law. The developer has been
misunderstood and wrongfully persecuted by corrupt FDA officials who have planted lies in the Seattle
Times. Lies that have snowballed around the world. A personal attack on the developer for his scientific
proof that synthetic chemical are incompatible with the human body. The developer awaits his chance
to vindicate himself in front of more level headed officials. The developer is not the SCIO, and he has a
right to his own personal life. And just because he chooses to stand up for his beliefs, it is not an effect
on the SCIO. Less than 10% of the people will dislike a person who stands up against authority. These
blindly obedient excessive conservatives will hate anyone who is a rebel such as the developer. Most
people won’t care, and some will even like it. Some will like it a lot. Don’t let a few ultra conservatives
affect your decision process.

Where is the focus of your attention?
1. Inward, I think only of just my own needs 10% of the people think only for themselves some think
that this percentage is growing.
2. Inwards sometimes, outwards at other times 80% of the people fluctuate from outward to
inward and the percentage of time at such can vary

3. Always outwards, I always think about the needs of those around me 10% think of others and
not for themselves. This is the Mother Teresa complex
People with the urge to help others will want the SCIO and want to take the time to learn it. Those that
only want to help themselves are better off with the SCIO homeuse.

Is the Glass Half Empty or Half Full ?
Then the age old question, Is the Glass Half Empty or Half Full? 50% of the people have too little
serotonin and tend to be depressed and see life with cynicism. 50% have excess serotonin and go
through life and see the possibilities with a more positive mind. This changes from time to time but
there is a trend through life for most persons. When you see their mind set you can tailor your
presentation to be more appropriate to their personality and assist them better.
So with these facts in mind we can see the decision process of the client and how to assist him in making
the decision. So there is a great variety of ways people can see things around them. These little
questions and insights are very helpful in establishing a good friendly relationship to assist the client in
making a good decision. Now you have learned how to read others and most probably yourself better.
This guides your presentation so as to be more focused and precise to the needs of the client. Now you
are ready to culminate your presentation. A copy of the sample presentation is a couple of pages away
but now let’s skip to the close.

CLOSING
Now you’re getting ready to close the sale. As you approach the end of your presentation, start getting
the client into a yes mode. By starting with simple questions that require a yes answer. “do you see that
stress reduction is helpful ?”. “Can you understand that there is a body electric?” “do you understand
the benefits of the SCIO or SCIO home use?”.”is the sky blue?” It is surprising how some will want to
resist the close and find it hard to even answer a simple yes. That means they are not ready yet.
There is a time in the presentation (about 45 min) where the client mentally fatigues. It is best to stop
and ask if there is serious possibility of a sale before proceeding. It is best to stop every now and then
and simply ask are you interested. How do you feel? Shall we continue the discussion? You have to
judge if you are having fun or can see a possible sale. Is it worth your time. Most people need at least
about two hours to decide on a large purchase. Some more and maybe two or three visits.
Now when you sense that the rapport is established, the “yes” mindset is established, the presentation
is approaching the end, you have presented the decision assisting material, the decision team needs
help in making the right decision. Ready for the close.
The best simple close is the question “do you want it delivered this month or next?” a simple two choice
with no not being one of the answers.
Close with two choices: Rather than ask, "How does this sound?" give your prospect two choices. For
example, “do you want the SCIO or the SCIO home use, ask if they want both. When they state their

choice, write the order. "Your prospect is not likely to stop you,", "because mentally they realize they've
committed to a choice and they said yes without saying yes.
Help your prospect see the bottom line:
If you know your product can help clients save money, or increase profitability, then make sure they
understand that. Your product may have an edge in that it includes features that save time. Time is
money as the saying goes, and if you can save time you and promote health care you can often sell the
SCIO. The SCIO is an asset both for business and personal health, not a liability.
Probe deeper. If a prospect tells you, "We're looking for cost-savings and efficiency," will you
immediately tell him how the SCIO meets his need for cost-savings and efficiency? But a really smart
network person won't, he or she will ask more questions and probe deeper: "I understand why that is
important. Can you give me a specific example?", "Ask for more information so you can better position
your product and show you understand the client's needs." As he explains his case sense his channels of
thought and his way of seeing the world. The client will reveal his thoughts and you can better assist
him.
If you have the order, then don’t rush the paperwork. Take your time have a drink or a cup of coffee or
make some gesture of celebration over the wise decision. A toast to the future with soda water or
whatever, is a good start. A networker I know always had a small bottle of champagne in his brief case.
Congratulate them into joining the new and improving world of health care. Then set into service mode
and start the paperwork.
But if there is resistance, here are some tips.

Network Resistance
Most often the “I’d buy if only you would _____”, is just a way of the client saying I don’t really have the
money. In other words, it is network resistance. They don’t want you to know that they don’t have the
money so they find some little thing to put off the decision. Don’t chase your tale. Don’t focus on the
could be, but focus on what is. When the client tries to pass on an assignment to you, it gets him off the
hook of buying. If you are prepared with your materials and if you have anticipated his resistances, you
can best prompt a decision now. Don’t go away with a promise to buy if you perform, it rarely works
out. If there is a meaningful real question that needs time to answer, resources can be found.
The best way to deal with this network resistance is to openly and calmly with care in your voice, ask if
there is a financial problem that really prompts or is behind the resistance remark. A violent reaction is
just most often a confirmation that the comment is just network resistance based on an inability to pay.
This will only break a deal that was not going to be made anyway. After presenting the details of the
reality of the device, if they do not want to buy, respect them. Have some motivation for buying now,
and a possible trick or two, but respect their choice.
Offer a first-time incentive. Offer your prospect something significant, so if they do like your product or
service, they'll be inclined to make a decision now, rather than wait a few days or put off the decision

indefinitely. First-time incentives might include: "10 percent off with your purchase today" or "With
today's purchase, you'll receive ___ free hours of consultation."
You can question the choice to not buy, but always respect it. Most of the decision to buy devices come
days after the decision to not buy was rendered. Time clears away false resistance. Many network come
months and years after. If all else fails at the first meeting ask if they someone who might need the
health care and moneymaking opportunity. Sometimes this is the best source of leads. So there is no
waste of time.
Focus on why they should buy - not their objections:
The idea here is that while you are building up the benefits associated with using your product, they will
be minimizing their resistance to it. By focusing on what you know the prospect likes, you are building
up the importance of the positive and reducing the importance of the negatives.

Answer objections with "feel, felt, found." Don't argue when a prospect says, "I'm not interested", "I
just bought one," or "I don't have time right now." Simply say, "I understand how you feel. Lots of
customers fell the same way. But when they found out how much money can be made and the benefits
of reduced stress health care by using the SCIO, they were amazed.” The SCIO is truly amazing.
Negativity or distrust can freeze a buyer. Try to keep positive and gently neutralize any negativity by
softly guiding it back to positivity. People do not buy from information. Information helps but it is not
essential for the salesman to know everything. The best ski salesman does not have to know how to ski.
People buy from confidence, trust, need and because they like the networkers. Cultivate good
communication and learn about their decision process to assist them. The need for health care or to find
a job in health care is dramatic. Help them to decide what is right for them.
If you have qualified a lead before the demo, have the decision team present, have the time and
confidence to interact with them and establish a good rapport, be prepared to address their decision
making process without overloading them, earn their trust, and deal with the network resistance, then
the SCIO will promote itself.
A list of the required network tools is in the appendix.

Additional tips


Focus on your prospect or client's perceived needs and channels of interpretation:
You may be tempted to sell your client your top-of-the-line SCIO when they really only need the SCIO home use. By
networking them more than they need, you may be cutting off future relations with them. Once they realize (and they
will eventually) that they don't need most of what you sold them, they'll feel bitter and resentful toward you for wasting
their money and not looking out for their best interest. They'll see you as a "salesperson" and not as a resource.



Use language that focuses on your prospect or client sense their channels of decision
making:
Simply changing the way you speak may also make a difference in how you are received by your prospect. Using
"you" and "yours," or "you'll find..." rather than "I think" or "Let me tell you about," brings your message a little
closer to home and may grab their attention more quickly.



Find out your prospect's priorities:
You can save yourself a lot of wasted time and effort by simply knowing how important the SCIO is to a family and its
benefits. If you've listened to them and determined the need, but still aren't getting anywhere, find out if there are
other elements of their business that are taking priority and pushing your sale aside. If you know they have to
implement a program before they can spend time considering (or funds purchasing) your product then you can
schedule a call back at a later date that may stand a better chance of getting some attention. To do this you have to
ask the questions because the information is not always volunteered. (Again, the key is focusing on the needs of your
prospect, and having an open relationship already in place.)



Know your prospect and sense their channels of decision making:
Find out as much as you possibly can about your prospect before your appointment. This will not only help you
anticipate their needs ahead of time, but will also show them you've done your homework and have an interest in
their business other than just networking your product. When talking with them, let them do most of the talking.
People usually love talking about their businesses and its successes. For example, you might bring up the fact that
you saw they won an award at a regional meeting then let them proceed to fill you in on the details. You might also

compliment them on the efficiency of their production system or the quality of their products. This will also open the
door to more conversation and the opportunity to learn more about their needs and how your product will fit those
needs.



Sell the benefits - not the product:
You've heard this one before, but it is worth repeating. In most cases, you're not networking your product, you're
networking the benefits the product will produce. In other words, you're not networking a SCIO, you're networking the
ability to reduce stress and reeducate muscles for health and happiness. You're networking the ability to have a more
flexible work schedule. You're networking peace of mind for your family. You're networking wellness. Get to the
emotional or financial benefits and you're on to something!



Never rush the sale or the customer, the SCIO will sell itself:
Remember the section about building a relationship with your customers? This is a very important step. It can help
give the prospect the right perception of you and your company. Rushing them instead of letting them come to their
own decision to buy can create hostilities that can't be overturned. It can make the difference between getting the
sale and creating a loyal customer, and having to start over with another prospect. In the competitive climate of many
markets, you definitely don't want to risk losing a qualified prospect who you know needs your product.



Know the SCIO and the SCIO home use, as well as the market - be a RESOURCE, but people
buy because of confidence and because they like you not because of what you know:
In order to be seen as a valuable resource for your clients, you have to demonstrate that you not only know and
understand your products and the market, but can assist them in making good decisions and provide them with tools
to improve their business. If you don't have these skills and knowledge, get them. You'll be rewarded over and over
by loyal clients who trust your opinions and advice, and buy from you frequently. If there are important questions try
to be as prepared as you can but know how to get an answer to any question through your own resources.



Follow through with promises:
If you do nothing else, do this. Always follow through with what you say you are going to do. If you say you'll send a
quote by Friday - DO IT! If you say you'll check with someone else in your company about an issue that's come up DO IT! Don't forget. Use the technology available to you (even if it's a sticky note on your dash board!) and make sure
you follow through with your promises. There is no surer way to lose the faith of a prospect (or existing client) than to
forget to do something you tell them you will do. If something comes up that forces you to have to delay, call them
and give them a heads up. They may have a meeting arranged to present the information you're supplying them with,
and if they don't have it you'll both look bad.



Focus on your client's success:
Not to beat a dead horse, but there is tremendous value in being a resource for your client. If you can help them to
succeed then they are more likely to help you succeed. Be a coach for your clients (at least in your areas of
expertise). You have the unique perspective of seeing how many different businesses operate. Gather this
knowledge and share it with your clients or prospects. Make sure they understand that you want to see them
succeed, not just sell your products.



Use explanations rather than excuses:
If you do have to explain to a customer why there is a problem with their order, their repair, their service, etc. Explain
why the problem is there in the first place, rather than using an excuse. For example, if you provide health care
services and you're having difficulty meeting the scheduling needs of the customer, you might it explain it like this,
"With this being a particularly bad allergy season we have had more emergency calls due to asthma (or whatever the
case may be) and these patients can't wait for a scheduled appointment. Our staff is behind schedule, but we are
addressing the problem now by bringing in temporary help for these critical need times. So we should be able to
schedule your service on 'x' date." Understanding the problem may help alleviate some of their frustration. Verbalizing
the cause may also keep you more aware of the potential problems so you can be more prepared the next time
around.

1. Sell benefits, not features. The biggest mistake entrepreneurs make is in focusing on what their
product or service is. Rather, it's what it does that's important. "A health-food product contains
nutrients that are good for the body. That's what it is. What the product does is make the customer
thinner, more energetic, and able to accomplish more with less sleep," he explains. "Always concentrate
on how your product will benefit your customer."
2. Differentiate the SCIO from the other counterfeit copies. Why should a customer buy from you and
not from your competitor? As we have said come up with at least three features that will give a
customer reason to buy from you. "People don't like to go out of their comfort zone to try something
new. So, give them three good reasons to try the SCIO". "The SCIO works better, is more effective, and
has a higher-quality level of research and technology."
3. Get face to face. Spending huge sums of money on print-media advertising or direct mail is one of the
least effective ways for first-time entrepreneurs to build up their business. There is no shortcut to the
personal approach. Get one-on-one with your customer--if not in person, at least by phone.
4. Focus on the second sale, Network. Nearly 85 percent of all network are produced by word of mouth.
"They're the result of someone telling a friend or associate to buy a product or service because the
customer was satisfied,", Therefore, concentrate on developing future and referral business with each
customer. "Everything you do must be aimed at the second sale. Ask yourself: Will this be such a
satisfactory experience that my customer will buy from me again or tell his friends?"
5. Build rapport. Before discussing business, build rapport with your prospect. To build rapport, do some
homework. Find out if you have a colleague in common. Has the prospect's company been in the news

lately? Is he interested in sports? "Get a little insight into the company and the individual so you can
make the rapport genuine,".
6. Ask a broad range of questions at first and slowly get more focused till the last close question. At
first ask questions that require more than a "yes" or "no" response, and that deal with more than just
costs, price, procedures and the technical aspects of the prospect's business. Most importantly, ask
questions that will reveal the prospect's motivation to purchase, his problems and needs, and his
decision-making processes. "Don't be afraid to ask a client why he or she feels a certain way," As the
presentation comes to a close get them into the yes mode with yes or no questions. Develop positivity.
7. Learn to listen. Network people who do all the talking during a presentation not only bore the
prospect, but also generally lose the sale. You should be listening at least 50 percent of the time. You
can improve your listening skills by taking notes, observing your prospect's body language, not jumping
to conclusions, and concentrating on what your prospect is saying.
8. Follow up. Write thank-you notes, call the customer after the sale to make sure he or she is satisfied,
and maintain a schedule of future communications. "You have to be in front of that client and always
show attention and responsiveness,", "Follow-up is critical
9. Offer a 100-percent guarantee. Let your customers know their satisfaction is guaranteed. "A good
return policy minimizes customer objections and shows that you believe in your product or service,".
Product guarantees should be unconditional and should not include hidden clauses, like "guaranteed for
only 30 days." You can use a guarantee even if you're networking a service: "Satisfaction guaranteed.
You'll be thrilled with our service or we'll redo it at our expense."
10. Target your material toward a specific audience. These days, it's not possible to understand and
meet the needs of every potential customer. Show you are a specialist,. "You have a networking
advantage and come across as believable when your network materials are tightly targeted to specific
audiences," he explains. "Say you offer 'accounting services for advertising agencies,' not just
'accounting services.' " Don’t give a client all of your research and support documents. It is massive and
will overload them. Let them see the vast range of research and support documents, but only give them
the key ones they need. Let them access the information themselves
11. Use testimonials. People might not believe the SCIO can do what you say it will. You can overcome
this disbelief by having a past or present customer praise you and your company. Testimonials are
usually written in the customer's own words, are surrounded by quotation marks, and are attributed to
the individual.
12. Use questions in your promotional literature. A great way to engage your prospect is to pose
questions in the headlines of your network literature. "The SCIO was integral in helping the Chinese
Olympic team win an additional 30+ medals. Do you know how?" Or, "Why haven't health care people
been told the facts of the body electric?" questions intrigue the mind to know more. It causes a need to
know and draws people in.
13. Turn a negative into a positive. Lead from preparation, positivity, perseverance, precision, and
patience. Turn negatives into positives.

14. Ask for feedback. If you want to improve your network presentation or your relations with your
customers, ask them what you need to do to maintain and increase their business. "Many customers
have minor complaints but will never say anything. They just won't buy from you again,", "If you ask
their opinion, they'll be glad to tell you, and to give you the chance to solve the problem."
15. Grow as a networker. Remember you cannot do your 10 presentation first. Whatever you do you
will do better. Many people freeze in life because they are not perfect. No one is at first. Relax. Do your
best and learn. Some people live and learn some just live. Some people die waiting to live. Because they
are afraid of failure and or embarrassment so they do not do. The only way to fail is never to try. This
network presentation is not easy there is a lot to learn. People resist being read. The device has some
technical areas that need to be learned. So don’t be afraid to grow, be bold and remember no one is
perfect. No one sells everyone. And your best success is to grow and be a better person while helping
others.

Now the simple lesson on Legality of
the SCIO.
The first amendment gives the Americans freedom of speech. Today most of the world enjoys such
freedom, but there are those that want to take it away. There is no federal law in America on the
practice of medicine. Medicine is governed by the state. The FDA governs over manufacturers and
manufacturers claims. It is against the law for a manufacturer to make a false claim. Network people
getting commissions or pay from a manufacturer or the distributor are thus not allowed to make nonprovable claims. People and patients have the freedom to tell their stories or testimonials, but not if it is
in a marketing mode. Private Citizens and educational institutions are free to express themselves by the
first amendment, but not if they are paid as part of any sale.
The SCIO / EPFX device in America is registered to measure volts, amps, skin resistance, oscillations
and virtual or mathematical calculations of the data. It is registered to be able to input a voltammetric
signature and measure the reaction. This is designed for use as biofeedback for stress reduction and
for muscular reeducation. Sport people use muscles and thus the device can be used for sport
therapy. It can be used on people with stress.
A FDA official told us “everyone knows that reducing stress is helpful for any disease, but you’re going to
have a hard time convincing the FDA of that”. In other words there are really stupid people working for
the FDA as small minded petty bureaucrats. But when you manufacture in America the FDA has to make
a real case not just petty miniscule claims. Now the SCIO is manufactured in America under new
management, ownership, and the new 7-7 2009 or later is the only legal software for use. Older versions
are not legal for use. Small changes have been made. The 7-7 is Vistas compatible, tailored for the
American market, and has much less errors or glitches.
The States as we said rule over the practice of medicine. This is diagnosing a disease and treating it.
Stress is on OTC (over the counter) diseases and can be treated by biofeedback therapists. Stress
reduction biofeedback is unregulated. Thus as long as you are not diagnosing or treating any critical
disease it is ok to treat any patient with stress. False claims cannot be used to promote financial gain in a
clinic. But private citizens and providers of information have freedom of speech. A provider of
information is usually a doctor or teacher who is paid to express their beliefs. They must be
contractually bound to not tell lies or not to directly get paid commissions. They can be paid expenses
and a small honorarium. Doctors teachers and private citizens can tell about off uses of a device. So a
device registered for stress that a doctor has found useful for cancer, he is free to tell others of his
success. The manufacturer will have to register the new use for them to promote it directly. But they
could employ the doctor as a provider of information and he could disclaim the use and tell his story.
In Europe and elsewhere the device has a more broad use, such as EEG, ECG, EMG,TENS, wound healing,
TVEP, and others see the device description for Europe below.

The SCIO is a universal electrophysiological biofeedback system that can safely measure
over the skin (transcutaneous) electro-potential down to the micro-volt range. Virtual and
mathematical calculations of the attained data can provide CNS (Central Nervous
System) biofeedback data, so as to include simple EEG [electroencephalography], 3-pole
ECG [simple stress electrocardiography], and global transcutaneous EMG
[electromyography]. The system can measure the transcutaneopus skin resistance by
application of a medical safe micro-current voltametric pulse, so as to measure GSR
[galvanic skin response] and TVEP [transcutaneous voltammetric evoked potential]). The
system is designed for the detection of stress and reduction of stress through CNS
biofeedback data or stress lifestyle questionnaires. The stress and lifestyle
questionnaires provide educational feedback through library referenced functions.
Furthermore, the device can be used for the treatment of muscular re-education from
injury, muscle weakness, sport muscular enhancement or various dystonia. The applied
voltammetric pulse can be used to detect and affect through established modalities such
as pain (TENS [transcutaneous electro nerval stimulation]), trauma/wound healing,
charge stability imbalance, redox oxygen potential and electrophysiological reactivity of
sarcodes, isodes, alersodes, nosodes, and imponderables.
There is a massive amount of work needed to get registered and stay registered by the authorities. You
need three registrations to be able to market. One for the company, one for the safety, and one for the
medical claims and quality control of the manufacturer, all together there are three. The SCIO has been
properly registered around the world.
The major killers of people today are number one cigarettes, and number two synthetic drugs
prescribed by the doctor. Both account for more than 500 million deaths a year. Is the FDA doing its
job?, of course not . Vast millions of deaths are allowed by the FDA, who is supposed to protect people
but ends up protecting profit. And when someone threatens the profit of the tobacco or drug companies
they get attacked. The FDA has become a laughable group of petty small minded thugs who attack
freedom and logic. The FDA says that cigarettes and drugs are a choice, but then they fight against the
choice for alternative medicine. The people need to fight for their rights and demand a freedom of
choice in medicine just like there is freedom to choose cigarettes. Freedom, it is a battle to keep it.

The developer and the manufacturers of the SCIO / SCIO home use respect the need of rules and
regulations and work diligently to comply. If there are questions please address them to us, so we can
help. It is a battle and we are winning and we will win.
The big question is about how to present testimonials or stories. The first amendment guarantees a
person the right of free speech. But some could use this to lie or deceive a person. Stories are not
science. They are one observation, a scientist can blend stories or what we call case studies into a theme
and make it science. The scientist must be sure that the story is factual to print it. The scientist has the
right of free speech as well. A networker can present a story or a testimonial if there is a scientist or
medical journal verifying its validity or a story the networker knows it is true. But he must clearly make
all aware that a story is not science. If it worked for Mary it may not work for Ralph. A scientist tries to
observe patterns of therapy. And a lot of studies are needed to validate a new procedure. A networker
must be cautious to not guarantee results, and be careful to say that the testimonials are not proof. In a
major study of the SCIO and cancer over 7,500 patients were used and over 2,200 of them had
miraculous cures and improvements. But still over 60% of them did not. This was the group that did not
change their SOC. This study can be used by a networker, be cautious to not guarantee results, and to
tell the science as it is. Testimonials can be used in a private setting of a verbal presentation but not
used in a written or advertised marketing plan. But be careful to say these are stories not science.
What we can guarantee is that the SCIO and SCIO home use are very very very safe and very effective at
reducing stress. As said by the FDA everyone of good sense knows that reducing stress is helpful for all
diseases, but you’ll have a hard time convincing the FDA of that. Everyone else knows it is true.

Basic Network Presentation
First get to know the client. Be confident and friendly, open and interactive. Make sure that the deciders
are there or a least that you are going to have an open minded presentation. Ask some of the questions
about their deciding process so that you can best assist them. Or when you are able work the questions
into your presentation. When you are all comfortable discuss this.
Basic 5th grade science tells us. We are made of atoms and atoms are made almost exclusively of
electrons, protons and neutrons. None of us can in any way perceive this simple truth presented to us in
5th grade. We live in the false belief that there is solid flesh in our bodies, when we know that it is not
true. The outer area of any atom or molecule is made of the electrons. The electrons have a very strong
electric charge. So strong that two electrons can almost never touch, the energetic charge will repel
them. No atom ever touches another atom. No molecule ever touches another molecule. Everything is
held together with energetic, quantum, electro-static-magnetic, or other subatomic forces. All of life is
mostly electrons and protons that never touch but only interact trough electro-magnetic fields. Our
bodies are made of electromagnetic fields from the electrons and protons in us. These are the basic

forces of electricity. All of the interactions of life are energetic and electrical at some level. This is a 5th
grade fact.
And yet medicine ignores this fact. But one scientist, and electrical engineer who worked on the Apollo
project for AC electronics, saw that the body electric could be measured and changed. We could detect
and affect the body electric with extremely safe simple means.
Global analysis of the charge stability of a person is akin to measuring the amount of free electrons to
free protons. Most electrons and protons are bond tightly inside an atom. Electrons in the outer shell
can be free or in a quantum imbalance seeking to balance a outer shell. This accounts for chemical
bonds. So a direct global measure of ph can be detected and affected. There is a profound science of
analysis of the body electric. ECG, EMG, EEG, GSR, to mention a few. But till now the body electric has
been secondary and not of primary concern.
There has also been a vast body of research showing that electro-stimulation can be helpful to the body.
Work on tens, electro-osmosis, wound healing, and micro-current device of an incredible range. Few
have sought to interface theses two areas of medicine of measuring the body electric and then affecting
the body electric. We can detect electrical aberrations in the body and then affect them. To measure an
factor of the body electric and stimulate the body with a safe signal and then auto-focus the next pulse
using a cybernetic loop using feedback principles. To measure the body electric, find aberrations of
oscillation, reactivity, electro potential, resistance etc, and then to affect or repair these aberrations
through micro-current stimulations.
A computer could read these signals and over 250,000 bits of data a sec. and check for anomalies or
aberrations in the body electric. The non-linear fuzzy logic system can assay problems in the body
electric such as but not inclusive, osmotic distension, dehydration from osmotic irregularities, oxidation
disturbances, muscle tone disorders, dystonia, low voltage potential, low amperage, power index
disorders, membrane capacitance dysfunction, ionic inductance dysfunction, reaction profile
dysfunction, brain wave irregularities, heart rhythm irregularities, muscular problems of power transfer,
and many others. In short dysfunction in the global body electric. We can measure muscle disorders and
effect repair. When a current of known oscillations is sent through healthy tissue (input) a known output
is received on the other side (output). When there is soft tissue damage the output readings are
different in a known way. When there is hard tissue or muscle damage there is also a predictable
output.
Then with a medically safe micro-current pulse the computer could attempt repair of these aberrations.
The pulse is designed to electrically rectify or remedy injured tissue through muscular re-education or
wound healing in the vernacular. The pulse can reduce pain, rejuvenate tissue, promote healing, and
promote osmosis, balance oxidation issues, correct aberrant brain wave, muscle load disorders, and
many other electrical issues. It is designed as an universal electro-physiological feedback system.
The SCIO system measures 238 electrical variables every 2000th of a second or more. The oscillations of
these variables allow us to calculate electro-potential. We can calculate voltage, amperage, resistance,
hydration index, oxidation index, Proton pressure, Electron pressure, reactance, wattage power index,
susceptance, capacitance, inductance and other electrical virtual readings of the body.

There are many counterfeit copies of the SCIO, some which are complete flim flam conartist
nonfunctioning boxes. So be careful but only the Dr. Nelson approved SCIO or SCIO home use really
works. The medical doctors have no teaching of the body electric. They are taught about synthetic drugs
and surgery, so they fear the unknown body electric. Especially when their ego is assaulted and they
must admit they don’t know something. So they sit back with fear. Only a few are bold enough with
courage to even learn more. Bold enough to apply 5th grade science.
Discuss these issues
Now go to the slide shows and show the prospect one or more of the pictorial review of the SCIO.
Choose
1. The Science
2. The Sports Study
3. The Beauty Device
4. The Legality
5. The Published Research
6. The Genius Developer and his controversial eccentric personal life
7. Testimonials (if you use this file be careful to disclaim that stories are not science, results by others do
not guarantee results to you)

Accelerated Super-Learning
In a nutshell!
'Accelerated Learning' is any process that enhances your ability to learn better and more quickly. Most
well-known forms of accelerated learning have their roots in the work of Dr. Georgi Lozanov at the
University of Sophia in Bulgaria in the mid fifties.
The traditional Lozanov method has six key elements, although nowadays not all of these are considered
necessary, and these are

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

De-suggest: Get rid of limiting beliefs about our capacity to learn
Relax: So that information is better absorbed
Map: Create a mental map of what is to be learned
Drama: Dramatic reading of the material to be learned
Calming music: listening, aided by music, to the material
Fun and games: to integrate the material by re-activating our child-like ability to learn rapidly and
effortlessly.

Why use this?
Everything you experience is recorded in your memory. The challenge is to be able to organize this
information so that you can retrieve it efficiently. Accelerated Learning facilitates this process by enabling
you to learn more efficiently, more effortlessly and more enjoyable.
Some of the methods, especially the relaxation and visualization methods, also enhance
health by reducing residual stress levels and enhance creativity by encouraging a state
in which the body is relaxed and calm and both brain hemispheres working in harmony.

How Accelerated Learning works

1.
2.
3.

Through accelerated learning you create stronger associations between the new material and
that which is already recorded in your memory
These associations occur because the methods used make the material have more of
an impact on the three main senses of seeing, hearing and feeling.
The accelerated learning methods also ensure that material is registered by both brain
hemispheres and by both conscious and sub/unconscious parts of your mind.

Does Accelerated Learning work?









Dozens of universities world-wide are now researching Accelerated Learning.
The Finnish government uses the methods in all schools - so does the city of Chicago.
Shell, General Motors, Hilton Hotels and many US government agencies and embassies routinely
use Accelerated Learning.
It can produce 'at least 300% improvement in the speed and effectiveness of learning' according
to Dr. Schuster of Iowa State University.
UNESCO has acknowledged its effectiveness.
'Educational Technology' magazine said it is a tool that allows students to absorb and retain a two
year language course in as few as twenty days… and that is destined to have a revolutionary
impact on human resources.
'Psychology' magazine called it the key to the 21st Century.
Educational Psychologist Dr. Jean Houston said of it "we are just beginning to discover the
virtually limitless capacities of the human mind".

The NLP Meta Model
When we take part in an NLP Practitioner Certification Training we learn the 12-13 categories of the Meta
Model. So how does this apply in our own lives?

Cause and Effect
Take the Cause and Effect category. How does this apply to how we live, think, and relate?
Well, do you tend to blame others for your bad moods? Or feeling grateful to them for your good moods?
Do you blame fate? Or check your astrological chart or clairvoyants?

Do you consider that aspects of your life are outside your realm of influence? Or do you believe that you
have responsibility for your own responses?

Insight into a person's thinking
Many of us when we first encounter the Meta Model tend to rush out and use it as a means of
interrogating others. We become Meta Monsters.
Yet the real value of the Model is not in its use as a means of interrogating but in the insight it gives into
the how the person speaking is currently viewing life - into their model of the world.
In this regard it's usually best to avoid any questions for quite some time and to, instead, quietly listen really listen- while you mentally note the patterns which they use most. And to the patterns which seem to
most get in their way. Because these are the patterns which they are currently using to maintains their
attitude/model of the world.

Expanding models of the world
If their current world view is causing them difficulty you can then, if it is appropriate, ask them some of the
'challenge' questions on this particular pattern so they have the opportunity to revaluate things for
themselves.
Using the challenge questions calls for excellent rapport - at a higher level than mere behavioral
matching, so ensure you are skilled in this otherwise you, however helpful your intentions, may not get
the response that expect.

Layers/levels of patterns
You will encounter certain 'Russian-doll' thinking patterns. You will ask about one category and their
response will raise another one - that was behind the one you questioned.
A number of people have come up with predictability lists indicating which pattern is likely to lead to
which. You could learn these in advance but I don't personally see the point. Just get really good at all of
the patterns. This is probably due to my intellectual laziness but I prefer to keep things very simple and
use them a lot rather than have them very complex and use them only with difficulty.
So I suggest that you simply listen very attentively, go after the pattern that you suspect is most getting in
their way, and then repeat this process when they move on to the next pattern!

The Meta Model and your own thinking
I agree with those who say that it is best not used in a conscious manner to model your on-going self talk.
This tends to take you into a loop where you're Meta modeling your internal dialogue - and then Meta
modeling your Meta modeling, and so on into a very complex process.
However if you find yourself in a bit of a mental log-jam why not do a few pages of stream-ofconsciousness writing about whatever is bothering you. Then use the Meta Model on this to recognize
your own patterns after you have used them.

NLP & Rapport
In a nutshell!
Rapport is the quality of harmony, recognition and mutual acceptance that exists between people when
they are at ease with one another and where communication is occurring easily.

Why use this?
In general, we gravitate towards people that we consider similar to us, because people like people who
are like themselves - like likes like. In rapport the common ground or similarities are emphasized and the
differences are minimized.
Rapport is an essential basis for successful communication - if there is no rapport there is no (real)
communication!

Rapport as a skill
We naturally experience rapport with close friends or in the company of those with whom we share an
intense common interest. However the ability to create rapport is a skill that can be learned and which
can be used to facilitate our relationship with anybody, in any setting, and even with those with whom we
profoundly disagree.

How to use this
Among the many ways of creating rapport the most effective are

1. By subtly matching non-verbal communication - especially voice patterns and eye contact
patterns

2. By developing a genuine interest in the other person and in their model of the world.
1. Matching non-verbal communication
Non-verbal rapport using the sound of your voice and your eye contact pattern is the quickest and most
useful way to begin. Do as little as is necessary to achieve rapport, since it must be very subtle and out of
the other person's awareness. And rarely, if ever, match gestures.
Step 1: Match them by subtly matching their non-verbal behavior. (This is sometimes called 'pacing'.)
Step 2: 'Lead' by making a small non-matching change in your own non-verbal behavior. If they follow
(typically 20-60 seconds later) with a similar shift then you have rapport. If not go back and repeat Step 1.

2. A genuine interest in them
One of the most effective ways of creating rapport does not fit easily into the Match & Lead pattern
described above. This is where rapport occurs because of your genuine interest in the other
person’s model of the world.

Developing your rapport skill

1.

2.

To extend your ability to create rapport you need to have excellent sensory acuity and calibration
skills Spend time practicing just one form of matching until you can use this easily and without
thinking about it. Then add another element. Then another, and so on. That's all there is to it keen observation and practice.
With consistent practice you will be able to effortlessly create rapport with total strangers in just a
few minutes, whether or not you like them, and whether or not you have areas of common
interest.

And remember, engaging in rapport must be subtle. If the process intrudes into the other person's
conscious awareness they may respond unfavorably or become uncomfortable.

TIME-BASED TECHNIQUES
What are Time-Based
Techniques?

With thanks to John Overdurf for his generous use of the title and work he does with NLP
techniques: Also thanks to Julie Slverthorne.

Why "Time"?
Throughout history, humankind has been aware of the passage of time. Aristotle was the first to
mention the "stream of time" in his book Physics IV. William James spoke of linear memory
storage as early as 1890. In the mid-20th Century Milton Erickson created his own techniques
based on memories mapping onto a time line that is held in the mind as pseudo-space.
".......when I looked at the manual I went a wee bit flat - I'd seen this before. My experience on
the workshop however was phenomenal and that initial excitement came back and is growing.
On that day in Brighton I got that rare mix - important learning and significant personal
change. I was interested in synesthesias generally. I really liked how Dilts described it in
Changing Beliefs . There's nothing quite like actual experience however. Through this workshop
and my experience of both the teaching and the approach you've really added to my
understanding. The whole aspect of gestalts and generalizations that just run and run and run is
now so much clearer. Wow, and that's huge for me. Was it a good investment? It was most
certainly worth every penny and indeed quite a few more." Paul Tracey
Humans unconsciously store memories and know the difference between a memory from the
past and a projection of the future. Behavioral change in an individual takes place at
an unconscious level. People don't change consciously. The Time-Based Techniques (TBT) allow
you to work at the unconscious level and release the effects of past negative experiences and
change "inappropriate" programming in minutes rather than days, months or years.

What's different about Time Based Techniques?
Some other Time Techniques use mostly just a visual model to work with. With TBT we've
changed that so now you can work with time travel in any of the senses (also
called Modalities .... of Visual, Audio, feelings, even tastes and thoughts)!
Also the 'travelling' part is made super easy by a simple-to-use technique where a practitioner
harnesses the modalities mentioned above to instantaneously transport clients to anywhere in
this lifetime or past lifetimes, if that's where the problems arose.

We have done away with the concept that is just one 'root cause' as well. You can use any of the
memories that the clients unconscious comes up with.
The whole process has been slim-lined, rather like conversational anchoring , to be utilized in a
conversation...and not stop the client to set up a difficult process. We tend to use the clients own
inner emotions and clues to let us know what modality (Visual, Audio, etc), to travel back
in...and it will happen in the moment.
In NLP we say that naturally occurring states are the most powerful, so why stop the client if
they are already accessing a powerful state? "ummm, excuse me, I see that you are going into
an emotion...let's set up the technique I am going to use" ??!! Then, in the old methods, you'd
spend 30 minutes telling them how the process will work.
With Time Based Techniques, the practitioner doesn't stop the flow at all but simply uses the
clients physiology and other 'spots' to let them know what modality to travel back with and do it
in the moment, utilizing a naturally occurring state!
"I also loved the practice session in the afternoon. Within just 5 minutes, Nigel helped me to
disentangle something and there was a beautiful (and still lasting!) opening in my mind. I look
forward to further newsletters from you and to seeing you again in the future."Michael
Kaufmann

So what can you do with Time Based Techniques?
The ability to be free from your past, create your future. You can make it so... with Time-Based
Techniques.
As an application of NLP, Time-Based Techniques are a collection of protocols that allow you to
gain emotional control over your life. Inappropriate emotional reactions, such as bursts of anger,
periods of apathy, depression, sadness, anxiety, and chronic fear, are responsible for preventing
people from achieving the quality of life they desire. Limiting decisions, such as "I'm not good
enough", "I'll never be rich," or "I don't deserve a great marriage," create false limitations and
hamper your ability to create reachable and attainable goals and outcomes.
Created by John Overdurf, Time-Based Techniques enable you to eliminate many types of issues
in your past, thus allowing you to move forward toward your goals and desires.
Years of development and successful work with clients have resulted in Time-Based Techniques
becoming known worldwide. They are a revolutionary new approach that has become so popular
because of its ability to create quick, long lasting results.

Time-Based Techniques - a new revolution
Time-Based Techniques are becoming more and more popular in the field of cognitive behavioral
psychology among therapists and organizations. They are slowly and quietly become a widely
used technology in human potential, personal growth, psychological treatment of various
symptoms and disorders, as well as in the business community, to re-direct businesses toward
increased success.
Using time as a base for working with clients, I was amazed at the results I had from treating
Megan, a six year old for Asthma that she’d had for three years. After only two hours using this
technique, we had cleared her of the ailment. This is what her mother Christine, had to say:

”I have been heartily recommending your practice wherever I go... the world needs people like
you!” Christine Wilson, Maidenhead.
There is no absolute requirement for content (story/history) to release negative emotions and for
removing old unwanted beliefs. This allows the client to let go of their problem gently and easily.

So how do Time-Based Techniques work?
Time-Based Techniques are based on guiding the client to their own learning that are always
there to replace the problem.
This leads the client to be empowered to do the techniques successfully, have the experience of
doing it themselves and have the permanent experience of the emotion or limiting belief being
banished forever.
Time-Based Techniques work very quickly. The approximate time required to get a result for a
client with different forms of therapy are as follows: Freudian
Behavioral

-

100

hours
-

Ericksonian
Time-Based Techniques - 4 hours or less!!

to
10

five

15

years!
weeks
hours

It appears the destiny of human kind to move more rapidly through these next phases. As
computer science and technology moves on, here is the equivalent set of tried and trusted
methodology to take therapy into the 21st Century.

Who will benefit from Time-Based Techniques
Training?
If you are interested in Achieving Professional Excellence, NLP and Time-Based Techniques can
help you achieve, maintain and enhance excellence. Senior staff, managers and human resource
personnel use these techniques to develop strong teamwork and relationships, and to foster
positive interpersonal skills. Negotiations and problem solving sessions are enhanced to create
solution-oriented, win-win approaches. Salespeople learn how to deal with their own limiting
beliefs, therefore being able to concentrate on their client’s wishes. They learn how to build deep
levels of rapport , learn how to be aware of another’s world, so a dance can take place making
the sales relationship long-term and mutually satisfying. Presenters and Educators learn new
paradigms for inspiring and engaging students, as well as effective techniques for dealing with
challenging learning environments. Therapists learn new skills and techniques that supplement
their repertoire, and gain additional insights into helping clients make the changes that support
their own process of healing. Medical Professionals learn techniques to better elicit information
from clients, and to help the client be more comfortable with and receptive to treatment, thus
supporting them to heal gracefully and holistically.

The Swish Technique
Re-directionalise thinking
The Swish technique enables us to quickly dissolve the feelings attached to unwanted thoughts and to
deal with unuseful responses.
In the Swish we replace the unwanted thought or response with a more useful and appropriate one
because the Swish re-directionalises thinking. It is an instruction to the brain No, not that - THIS!!

Use it for yourself - and others
This is a valuable technique for managing your own thinking, states, and behaviors. Each time you use
the Swish you are training yourself to instantly re-direct your thinking from unuseful topics to more
resourceful ones.
By using the Swish in your own life you develop your ability to maintain resourceful states, manage your
responses to stressful situations, and engage in the behaviors you want.

How to use the Swish
1. Select a replacement image
First select your replacement Feeling - ask yourself How do I want to be instead.
Having selected the Replacement Feeling see and hear a detached and associated version of yourself
experiencing this feeling. It is quite important that this image is dissociated. Enhance the detail and the
quality (submodalities) of this until the image is quite compelling.
2. Find the trigger for the unwanted mood
What is it that you respond to? How you know when to have the unwanted response or reaction?
Ask yourself What occurs just before this negative or un-wanted state begins? This time, you want an
associated image of what is going on immediately before you engage in the unwanted activity.
3. Put the replacement in the corner of unwanted image
Imagine a small postage-stamp sized version of your replacement picture in the bottom corner of the
unwanted picture.
4. Swish the two images

Now you want t make both images change simultaneously and with increasing speed. (Experienced
NLPers will select two critical submodalities to use here. However simply making the images change size
and distance from you will work most of the time.)
Have the 'negative' image become smaller and shoot off into the distance. At the same time have the
'positive' replacement image become larger and closer until it replaces the negative image completely.
Imagine a "swish" sound as you do this - hence the name. That's one Swish sound.
(Do this fairly slowly at first taking, say, 5-10 seconds to do it. Then continue, doing it a little faster each
time, until you are swishing almost instantaneously - in less than a second!)
5 Clear your mind
After each Swish round blank your mind, fully! Think of something else or visualize your favorite color.
Breathing easily as you do this since some people tend to hold their breath while concentrating on doing
the Swish. It is crucial to the success of the Swish to clear your mind or turn your attention outside before
you do each next round.
6 Practice 5-7 times
Repeat steps 3 to 5 up to about seven times until you have difficulty in maintaining the unwanted image.

‘I don’t visualize’
This is a common belief. You can do an Auditory or a Kinaesthetic Siswish, too. So if you (or
the otherperson if you are assisting someone else) believe that you have difficulty in visualizing you could
accept this belief and use a kinaesthetic or auditory swish.
Alternately, and often more effectively, you can act 'as if' you are visualizing - i.e. you pretend that you
visualising and simply follow the steps listed above. Curiously, this will often work just as effectively!

Skill with the Swish
Like all NLP techniques the Swish is best learned "live" in a workshop where you are able to interact with
the facilitator and with other participants -- and where you learn the background steps before you get to
actually do the Swish. However you can still get good results if you carefully follow the above tips.
Incidentally, the six steps listed above represents the "standard" Swish traditionally used in NLP. It works
very well for many people, especially if it is used alongside lots of other NLP skills such as the use of
language patterns, anchoring, and a keen of awareness of non-verbal responses.

Unconscious Leakage!
When learning NLP Rapport one of the first exercises people experiment with involves matching and then
mis-matching non-verbal behavior. And it never ceases to amaze me!
In the exercise people pair up and carry on a conversation about something of interest to them.
One of the pair, person A, person has the task of matching person B's behavior subtly for a couple of
minutes and then deliberately and very obviously mis-matching their behavior.
So A will carefully emulate much of B's behavior – such as their eye contact pattern, how they use their
voice and their overall posture. After a while A will break eye contact and begin looking about the room,
OR speak in a very different voice pattern to B, OR make some dramatic shift in posture – all the while
carrying on the conversation in exactly the same way.

No Surprises
There are no surprises. Each person knows what is happening and what will happen. Yet when A mismatches there is invariably a noticeable change in B's behavior. Even though B knows that what A is
doing is part of the exercise they generally falter in their conversation and they will often stop altogether.
What I find continually amazing, even though I have been using the exercise for about twelve years, is
that B's reaction is in no way neutralized by the fact that they KNOW it is just a set up exercise! In
discussing it afterwards people report that when they were first on the receiving end of the mis-matching
behavior they felt insulted by the mis-matcher, or felt shocked, or snubbed or felt as if the other person
had lost interest – even though they knew it was all simply an exercise!

The Power of the Non-Verbals
Rationally they know that it's just an exercise and that the mis-matcher is not losing interest in them nor
are they being deliberately insulting. But emotionally they respond as if this is, indeed, the mis-matcher's
intention!
Such is the power of non-verbal behavior!

The much-quoted 'holy grail' of communication skills' trainings is that our non-verbal behavior accounts
for 93% of our message. This is a highly questionable 'fact' the validity of which few people choose to
question and I believe that a much lower figure would be more realistic.
However what is beyond question is that our non-verbal behavior is very powerful indeed – because it is
to this non-verbal aspect of our communication that people most immediately and most emotionally
respond.

Intuitions and the Non-verbals
No-one has yet come up with a comprehensive answer to what exactly is intuition. But it certainly includes
the unconscious process of picking up and processing non-verbal information.
This is happening all the time. Every shift in a person's inner emotions is transmitted to the world through
their non-verbals - their body and voice.
When you feel a little apprehensive, or relaxed, or irritated, or attracted there are resulting electrical and
chemical changes throughout your body. These affect blood flow and muscle tension.

Unconscious 'Leakage'
As a result of this there will be visible or hearable alterations in your eye, arm and leg movements, in the
muscle tonus of your face and body, in your posture, your breathing patterns, the pulse in your neck, the
color of your skin, the size of your lips, the contraction and dilation of your pupils, and in the sound and
rate of your speech.
You may think you are doing a great job at hiding your feelings but you are only hiding the gross and
obvious signals. There is still an unconscious 'leakage' and this is picked up “unconsciously” by the other
person. (which simply means they are registering it without being aware of doing so).
Sooner or later (it often occurs after the encounter is over) this information that they have unconsciously
picked up gets through to their conscious attention as a feeling about you – as an 'intuition'.

Why it is hard to lie!
This is why it is actually very difficult to be a good liar or con-artist. Our non-verbals will usually let us
down. Most of us have experienced the situation where you meet someone and have a satisfactory
conversation with them. But afterwards you have an uneasy feeling about them.
Typically you'll say something like “I don't know… I can't quite put my finger on it… but I don't feel right
about that person.”

Ignore this at your peril!
We ignore our ability to pick up non-verbal messages at our peril. Doing so is the cause of many a
teenage broken heart (and quite a few twenty-, forty- and sixty year-old broken hearts, too.) You meet
someone, feel strongly attracted to them, and then begin dating them. You energetically and actively
ignore your intuition that they're not right for you or are not to be trusted. And, sure enough, your intuition
proves right in the end. And you're left to rue the day your passion over-ran your intuition.

Non-Verbal Experts

Successful business-people tend to not only have a highly developed intuitive antenna about people but
to also pay respectful attention to it. Successful sales-people and competitive sports-people, too.
But the true artists in this game have to be – mothers! With your mother lying is pointless. At least when
you're face-to-face with her. You have a passing chance on the telephone because she's only got the
voice to go on. But it's not easy to convincingly lie to your mother face-to-face. She has been getting to
know your non-verbal since many months before you were even born!

NLP & Non-Verbal Communication
Any thorough training in NLP will ensure that you acquire a highly developed ability to recognize and
respond to this very subtle form of communication. This is because it is one of the foundation skills on
which so much of the NLP 'magic' depends. Applying NLP to communicate skillfully, or to develop/p really
excellent relationships, or do coach someone in personal development or to use most of the well-known
NLP techniques requires that you have an excellent ability to recognize non-verbal communication.

How to begin?
1. Pick one area and stick with it for a week or two – then move on to another one. I would recommend
that you make the next few weeks your “Voice Tone Period”. Use this time to really hear voice tones.
(This is a great place to begin since you can also practice it on the telephone.)
2. For the only the first 90 seconds in any conversation pay most attention to the tonality of the other
person's voice. After 90 seconds forget about it and carry on as normal.
3. At the end of the day summarize what you have discovered and recognized. Do this by chatting about
your discoveries or write them up in a note book – or both. This is developing the skill of sharpening your
senses – or, in NLP jargon, Sensory Acuity.
4. As you get better at hearing subtle shifts in tonality begin to also guess or, if appropriate, ask the
person about what has changed in their mood. This is the developing the skill of Calibrating – learning to
recognize what a particular shift signals about the person with whom you are conversing.
That's all you need to do. After a couple of weeks of doing this your Sensory Acuity and ability to
Calibrate in this area will have improved considerably. Now move on to another area. You could begin to
study the relationship between, say, breathing patterns and mood shifts.

Words of caution and encouragement
It is not a good idea to show off your newly developed skill as a sort of party piece or an 'I can read your
mind' trick. People are quite sensitive to how you respond to their non-verbal communication. Displaying
a lack of respect with regard to it may well create long-term animosity.
Conversely, recognizing and responding respectfully and appropriately to non-verbal communication is
one of the most effective ways of developing and maintaining rapport. Providing that you do draw a
person's conscious attention to what you are doing or what you have done, your skill in this area will
enhance your ability to create and to maintain enduring personal, social and professional relationships.

You Kinaesthetic - Me Visual"
It does make a change from “I'd say you're a Sagittarian” but it is a pity they miss the point. You've
probably met one or two of them or, like me, been there yourself. They've done an entry-level NLP course
or read a few books and now, at every opportunity, they are putting people into boxes 'You're a Visual'.
'He's a Kinaesthetic'. 'She's an Auditory!'
In their enthusiasm to try out or show off their new skills they completely miss two important points. Noone 'is' a visual, an auditory or a kinaesthetic even if most of us do have preferences and prejudices in
our use of representational systems. We all use all of our rep systems all of the time. And, yes, people
often tend to favor one system more than the others - in particular situations.
Kinae-what...??
For those who have never read an NLP book or been to a workshop this might be a good point to put
things into plain English.
We have five senses and in NLP these are called representational systems or, more usually, rep systems.
The term refers to which of our senses we are paying attention to. Are we more aware of what we are
seeing (visual), or what we are hearing (auditory), or what we are physically sensing or feeling
(kinaesthetic), or smelling (olfactory), or tasting (gustatory)?
We pay attention to what is going on inside and outside – the internal (thinking/feeling) and the external
world. So in my auditory sense I can hear sounds outside me and I can also hear my internal chatter or
self-talk. Using my kinaesthetic system I can pay attention to the external feeling of the wind on my face
and the sensations of hunger or fullness. Visually I can see what's going on around me or I can pay
attention to my mental images.
And my attention, at any one moment, will generally be a blend of all of my senses – with some having
greater dominance than others depending on the current circumstances and on which sense I habitually
give greatest attention to.
Recognising Rep Systems
One of the first skills we develop when learning NLP is to recognize how a person is using their senses or
'representational systems' or rep systems. We do this through listening to clue words and phrases called
predicates and to watching the directions in which a person's eyes move when they are thinking – their
'eye accessing cues'. This article is about the predicates.
Listening for Predicates Literally
Predicates are words and phrases which suggest the activity of seeing, hearing, etc. such as 'I see what
you mean', 'that doesn't add up' or 'I need to get a handle on what you are saying'. A person's use of
predicates provides important information about how they are currently thinking and to which of their five
senses they are giving greatest attention.
Predicates in effective communicating
In NLP we tend to listen very attentively - and quite literally - to what a person says.
If the person with whom I am communicating says 'I can't imagine it' then, as a NLPer, I take this literally
and I act as if they need me to provide more or better quality information so that they 'can' imagine it – so
they are able to visualize it.

If I selling them something and the person says 'I can't quite get a handle on this' I may take this as a clue
that they need to be physically engaged in my description in order to be convinced. So I will aim to get
them involved in a hands-on manner by giving it to them to use or offering them a week's free trial.
If the person responds to my great plan with a 'that doesn't add up' I can take this as a clue that they are
evaluating it through inner self talk and, perhaps, through verbally listing the pros and cons. Their
comment suggests that they need more factual data (that does add up) and less emotional hype.
Speaking their language
Knowing a person's favorite thinking system enables you to literally 'speak their language' which, in turn,
enhances rapport and makes what you are saying easier to understand and more appealing to them.
Let's say you and I are having a business meeting. You speak good English but your native language is
Swahili. Now, although you can understand my English, if I begin speaking excellent Swahili it will
significantly change the dynamics of the conversation and of the relationship. You will find it easier to
understand the subtleties and nuances of what I am saying and are also likely to unconsciously feel better
disposed towards me.
In the same way if you are more at home with your kinaesthetic sense and I am more at ease with my
auditory sense we can still converse easily. However if I switch to discussing and describing in a more
kinaesthetic manner the dynamics of our interaction will improve.
Avoid putting people into boxes
Humans are innately lazy and we constantly seek ways of making things easy for ourselves. This
accounts for our tendency to put others into 'boxes' or categories. It saves the 'trouble' of having to learn
about the person or of treating them as living, changing, evolving individuals…
So we put people into 'boxes' according to race, religion, sex, sexual preferences, accent, dress, type of
car, physical appearance, etc. and, if we attend an NLP course, rep systems!
Predicates are very useful. But they are not like astrology signs. So ensure you avoid the tendency to
decide, based on a single conversation, that someone 'is' a visual, an auditory, or a kinaesthetic.
What are they doing - right now?
Remember we use all of our available senses all of our waking hours.
It is true that we pay more attention to some rep systems than others – and in certain situations this
choice can narrow down to mainly one sense. However it is wise to avoid the assumption that because
someone uses lots of visual predicates today that they are a 'visual' or that they will be the same next
time you meet.
I've come across sales people who, after an NLP course, put a place on their customer records for which
rep system as customer 'is'. These salespeople missed a few key points: most people switch favored rep
systems from time to time, from situation to situation and, in particular, depending on stressed or at ease
they are.
Rather than use their boxes it would be easier and safer for these sales people to simply listen to the
customer in the first few moments of the conversation and adapt to the customer's *current* favored
system.

Be prepared to re-check each time you communicate with someone to verify what they are 'doing' today,
here and now, rather than expect them to fit into a pigeon hole.
It's what they are doing right now – not what they 'are'. This is no big chore, by the way and takes a few
minutes of close attention at the beginning of a conversation.
The key is to be alert and flexible. Alert to which system a person is favoring right now. And flexible
enough to be able to easily match that system and 'speak their language'.
How to become flexible with your senses
Speaking the other person's language is both a gift to them and a valuable influencing tool for you. Really
good communicators can interact with ease whatever the other person's favored system.
For most purposes you can ignore the senses of smell and taste – leaving you just three to become more
flexible with. And as one of There is likely to be your own favorite this cuts the list down to two!
Choose your “sense-of-the-day” for 2 consecutive days. Day 1 is the (mainly) listening day and Day 2 is
the (mainly) transmitting day.
In Day 1 keep a list all of the predicates for that rep system that you come across in conversation, in
newspapers, on the radio or TV, etc.
Continue with this list on Day 2 and, additionally, aim to use mainly/only the predicates for the rep system
that you are studying.
In this way you immerse yourself for two days in a particular rep system. After a few weeks you'll find
yourself hearing and using the predicates automatically – and, more importantly, using them to adapt how
you communicate to suit the other person's favored thinking style.

The NLP Eye Accessing
Cues
The NLP Eye movements indicate how a person is thinking - whether they are imagining a future or past
event, internally re-hearing a sound or making up a sound, talking to themselves, or attending to their
feelings.

Why pay attention to eye movements?
Being able to notice a person's eye direction movements - and to recognize what they mean for that
particular individual provides information about how they are processing (or 'thinking' in the broadest
sense of the term).
Often even the person themselves will not be aware of how they are thinking yet it is available for the
sharp-eyed and skilled observer.

So, let's say, you are explaining to a colleague how to do something and they say they do not understand
- while looking UP to either the left or the right (indicating that they may be visualizing or trying to
visualize). This could indicate that they need you to demonstrate, rather than verbally explain, so they will
be able to see how to do it.

The 'Standard' Eye Directions
The 'standard' eye movement directions as mapped out by NLP co-developers John Grinder and Richard
Bandler are:

Vc - Visual constructed

Ac - Auditory
constructed

K - Kinaesthetic

Vr - Visual remembered

V - Visual Constructed/
Remembered

Ar - Auditory
remembered

Aid - Auditory digital

(Imagine this diagram superimposed on the person’s face. So their Visual Construct direction is to
YOUR left as you face them.)

Be careful - it's not 'carved in stone'!
These standard eye directions will usually apply in the case of normally organized right-handed people.
But it is quite important to remain aware that this diagram is a starting point only.
It would be lovely if we could take this map and know instantly what a person is doing internally. But
people differ and not everyone will have the same pattern. Treat this diagram as a starting point only and use your NLP observation skills to establish what they do. (Developing this skill is fundamental part of
the NLP Practitioner Programme.)
So when your friend looks up and to the left (Vc) this doesn't necessarily mean that they are making a
picture - it simply means they are looking in this direction and doing something internally. You have to
establish what they mean using your 'sensory acuity and calibration skills'. (Another Practitioner skill - it is
the highly developed ability to recognize these very subtle behaviors and to 'calibrate' or recognize what
they indicate for the particular individual with whom we are communicating.) In other words
when they look in this direction do they make pictures or do they do something else?

How to spot a liar.

by Nguyen Tam
We have all met people who were dishonest and avoided eye contact. It has been said that
"the eyes are the mirror if the soul." Many people know that their eyes betray their lies.
Some try to conceal the truth by wearing sunglasses of looking down at the ground.
Eventually, you will confront someone and need to know if they are being honest. It may be
a friend, a family member or an employee. Police have established a method of evaluating
the truthfulness of a person by watching the movements of their eyes. It's not an exact
science by any means, and it can be manipulated by a skilled criminal or a seasoned liar,
but is it generally accepted as a good indicator of honesty.
The following are some general patterns that you can use when talking to someone. It
shows the various directions of eye movements of a person and explains what is usually
going on in their mind at that moment. It illustrates that a glance to the observer's left
usually reveals a creative process -- when someone is "making up" facts or lying. A glance
to the observer's right reveals that the subject is remembering facts.
Here is a more detailed explanation of this method:

Up and to the Left: Indicates a visually constructed Images. If you asked someone to
"Imagine an ice cream sundae with a red cherry on top", this would be the direction their

eyes moved. In their mind they are "Visually Constructing" an ice cream sundae with a
cherry in their mind.
Up and to the Right: Indicates a Visually Remembered Images. If you asked someone to
"What color shirt or blouse did you wear yesterday?", this would be the direction their eyes
moved. In their mind they are "Visually Remembering" the color.

<>
To the Left: Indicates an Auditory Construct thought. If you asked someone to "Try and
ceate the sound of a speeding train in your head", this would be the direction their eyes
moved. In their mind they are imagining and creating the sound of a speeding train.
To the Right: Indicates an Auditory Memory. If you asked someone to "Remember what
the National Anthem sounds like", this would be the direction their eyes moved in while
remembering the song.

Down and to the Left: Indicates a Feeling / Kinesthetic / Sensory impression that is being
created. If you asked someone to "Can you remember the taste of chocolate?", this would
be the direction their eyes moved in while they recalled a smell, feeling, or taste of eating
chocolate.
Down and To the Right: Indicates an Internal Dialog. This is the direction of someone's
eyes as they "talk to themselves."
How to use this information to detect a lie?

Let's say that you have a friend who owes you some money. You have heard that they just
got paid and you want to suggest that they pay you back. You try to be polite and ask
them, "Did you get paid yet?" They answer, "Gee, not yet. The boss said maybe next week."
and look to their right (your left). This would indicate that they are constructing or "making
up" what their boss said. They are telling a lie.
Police often ask a suspect to describe someone in detail. If the suspect looks to their right
(your left) they are generally constructing or "making up" the visual description. If they look
to their left (your right) they are generally recalling the details from their visual memory.
So, in general, a glance to your left when observing a person indicates that they are
creating or "lying" while a glance to your right signifies that they are remembering an actual
event, or being "truthful."
< b>But there's more to the story...
Another thing that forensic interrogators look for is the use of contractions -- words like
isn't, doesn't, weren't, etc. These usually are used by people telling the truth. On the other
hand, people who say is not, does not, were not, etc. are often lying.
They also look for the reactions and facial expressions that accompany what the person is
talking about. If someone says "I'm so sad that it happened!" but there is a delay in their
expession of sadness, they are probably not being honest. The example is often given of
someone who receives a present that they don't like. They often respond with "Wow. It's
beautiful, I love it!" and then, some few seconds later, they smile and appear to look happy.
Truthful emotions are spontaneous and instantaneous.
Another method used by professionals is to change the subject. A person who has been
telling lies about a particular event will welcome the change of topic and will be visibly
relaxed. An innocent suspect or a person who has been telling the truth will usually want to
continue the dialog and will find the change of topic puzzling and attempt to regain focus on
the topic.
Body language is also a good thing to observe. Liars usually do not use their hands. They
often fold their arms together in front of them or poition items such as books, cups or other
things between themselves and the person asking the questions. Sometimes they touch
their mouth or nose alot.
Some investigators say that long and detailed answers to otherwise simple questions can
indicate a lie. It's as if the more detail the person gives the more he tries to convince the
questioner that he is being truthful. If they are confronted or acused of something, the liar
will usually deny the accusation in a calm and emotionless manner instead of getting excited
and saying things like "What? You think I did it?"
With careful video analysis, some investigators can observe rapid twitches in facial muscles
that indicate a lie. Poker players, who want to leave with the most poker chips, often learn
to "read" the facial expressions or "ticks" of other players to determine if they hold a good
hand of cards or are just "bluffing."

To become adept at distinguishing lies, ask some neutral questions to establish the baseline
of the subject. Watch their facial expressions and eye movements and test this method by
asking questions and observing the pattern of shifts to left, right, up and down.
A word of caution: this method may be reversed in left-handed people. It also may not
apply to people who have rehearsed their answers or who have taken drugs or consumed
alcohol.
Update: Blood in cheeks reveals liars
Many people blush when they are telling a lie. It's a very subtle phenomenon but this slight
increase of blood flow to the cheeks can be detected. A camera that detects liars by
monitoring the temperature of their face could lead to more acurate detection of terrorists
and illegals at airports and border crossings.
Norman Eberhardt and James Levine of the Mayo Clinic and
Ioannis Pavlidis of Honeywell Laboratories, both in Minnesota,
have developed the high-resolution thermal imaging camera.
This can identify an instant rush of blood to the area around
the eyes, a phenomenon that has been linked with lying.
In the image on the top [right] the normal blood flow pattern
can be seen and contrasted with the increased blood flow
(bottom image) of a peron who is lying.
The temperature of the eye region can rise by several degrees.
However, the thermal camera needs to be many times more
sensitive to detect this change accurately at a distance. In
tests the system picked out liars with comparable accuracy to
conventional polygraph equipment, which is more complicated
and time consuming to use. This method is just beginning to
be used in forensic environments and holds promise for the
future.

How to Detect Lies
Become a Lie Detector
Warning: sometimes ignorance is bliss; after gaining this knowledge, you may be hurt when it is
obvious that someone is lying to you.

Introduction to Detecting Lies:
The following techniques to telling if someone is lying are often used by police, forensic
psychologists, and security experts. This knowledge is also useful for managers, employers, and
for anyone to use in everyday situations where telling the truth from a lie can help prevent you
from being a victim of fraud/scams and other deceptions.

Signs of Deception:

Body Language of Lies:
• Physical expression will be limited and stiff, with few arm and hand movements. Hand, arm
and leg movement are toward their own body the liar takes up less space.
• A person who is lying to you will avoid making eye contact.
• Hands touching their face, throat & mouth. Touching or scratching the nose or behind their ear.
Not likely to touch his chest/heart with an open hand.

Emotional Gestures & Contradiction
• Timing and duration of emotional gestures and emotions are
off a normal pace. The display of emotion is delayed, stays
longer it would naturally, then stops suddenly.
• Timing is off between emotions gestures/expressions and
words. Example: Someone says "I love it!" when receiving a
gift, and then smile after making that statement, rather then at
the same time the statement is made.
• Gestures/expressions don’t match the verbal statement, such
as frowning when saying “I love you.”
• Expressions are limited to mouth movements when someone
is faking emotions (like happy, surprised, sad, awe, )instead of
the whole face. For example; when someone smiles naturally
their whole face is involved: jaw/cheek movement, eyes and
forehead push down, etc.
Also see our article on micro expressions & lying.

Interactions and Reactions
• A guilty person gets defensive. An innocent person will often
go on the offensive.
• A liar is uncomfortable facing his questioner/accuser and may
turn his head or body away.
• A liar might unconsciously place objects (book, coffee cup,
etc.) between themselves and you.

Verbal Context and Content
• A liar will use your words to make answer a question. When asked, “Did you eat the last
cookie?” The liar answers, “No, I did not eat the last cookie.”
•A statement with a contraction is more likely to be truthful: “ I didn't do it” instead of “I did
not do it”
Liars sometimes avoid "lying" by not making direct statements. They imply answers instead of
denying something directly.

• The guilty person may speak more than natural, adding unnecessary details to convince you...
they are not comfortable with silence or pauses in the conversation.
• A liar may leave out pronouns and speak in a monotonous tone. When a truthful statement is
made the pronoun is emphasized as much or more than the rest of the words in a statement.
• Words may be garbled and spoken softly, and syntax and grammar may be off. In other
words, his sentences will likely be muddled rather than emphasized.
• The use of distancing language.
Other signs of a lie:
• If you believe someone is lying, then change subject of a conversation quickly, a liar follows
along willingly and becomes more relaxed. The guilty wants the subject changed; an innocent
person may be confused by the sudden change in topics and will want to back to the previous
subject.
• Using humor or sarcasm to avoid a subject.

Final Notes:
Obviously, just because someone exhibits one or more of these signs does not make them a liar.
The above behaviors should be compared to a persons base (normal) behavior whenever
possible.
Most lie detecting experts agree that a combination of body language and other cues must be
used to make an educated guess on whether someone is telling the truth or a lie.

Liars' brains 'are not the same'
Habitual liars' brains differ from those of honest people, a study
says.
A University of Southern California team studied 49 people and
found those known to be pathological liars had up to 26% more
white matter than others.
White matter transmits information and grey matter processes it.
Having more white matter in the prefrontal cortex may aid lying, the A deceitful person's brain is
researchers said,
different, the study suggests
But the British Journal of Psychiatry said there were likely to be more differences in the brains of liars.

Manipulative behaviour
Participants were volunteers drawn from five temporary employment agencies in Los Angeles.
Three separate groups were studied.
The first consisted of 12 men and women with a history of being
pathological liars; the second was 21 people who did not have a
history of lying or anti-social behaviour.
The third group consisted of 16 people with anti-social personality
disorder but no history of pathological lying. They were studied to
see if they showed the same brain make-up as liars.

The issue is always how
much of our behaviour is under
voluntary control and how much
is innate
Dr Cosmo Hallstrom, Consultant
Psychiatrist

The researchers drew up a list of criteria for lying, cheating and deceiving, including habits such as
conning people or behaving manipulatively, and telling lies in order to obtain sickness benefits. They
also assessed how much grey and white matter people had in the prefrontal cortex areas of their brains,
using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Liars were found to have between 22 and 26%
more white matter than either those with no history of lying or those in the anti-social group.
Childhood
The findings could not be explained by differences in age, ethnicity, IQ, head injury or substance misuse.
This is the first study to show a brain difference in people who lie, cheat and manipulate others, the
researchers said. They said the study could help research into areas such as people who feign illness.
The findings are in line with previous studies which showed children with autism are less capable of lying
than other children.
Brain neuro-developmental studies of autism show people with the condition have more grey matter
than white matter - the opposite pattern to the liars in this study. The researchers say the link between
white matter and a deceitful personality could be that white matter provides a person with the cognitive
capacity to lie. Writing in the British Journal of Psychiatry, the research team led by Dr Yaling Yang, say:
"To our knowledge, this is the first study to show a brain abnormality in people who lie, cheat and
manipulate others.
"The results further implicate the prefrontal cortex as an important - but not sole - component in the
neural circuitry underlying lying, and provide an initial neurological correlate of a deceitful personality."
They add: "Further studies are required to examine changes in brain anatomy during the critical neurodevelopmental period in childhood, alongside changes in lying ability, to test further our preliminary
hypothesis on the link between prefrontal white matter and lying."
Dr Cosmo Hallstrom, a consultant psychiatrist in London, said: "The issue is always how much of our
behaviour is under voluntary control and how much is innate. "The finding of brain abnormalities lends
weight to the idea that a strong component of such difficulties may well be beyond voluntary control at
least in part."

The Genetics underlying late-onset Alzheimer’s Disease
Professor Julie Williams
School of Psychological Medicine, Cardiff University

ANCHOR HUNTING
Anchors are a big issue in the world of NLP. They ought to be a big issue in the wider world because they
help explain how we suddenly and for no apparent reason find ourselves in bad moods.
When I worked as a counselor people would ask me: “How is it that I eat well, exercise regularly, enjoy
my job, love my partner, think positively – yet frequently find myself in negative moods such anger, panic,
guilt, dread, depression, etc.?”
Anchors and the way in which they work so quickly and 'automatically' help explain this, too.

So, what is an anchor?
It's an NLP term for what occurs when your mood changes in response to some trigger or stimulus.
Let's say you're watching TV. You see an advert for a snack food and you head for the refrigerator form
some 'comfort food'. That's an example of anchoring.
The advert (stimulus) triggered a desire for food (response). This did not happen by accident. You have
been educated by the snack food industry to respond in this way. They spend lots of money making us
into couch potatoes by setting up anchors such as these to get us to feel a need for their products.

An anchor is an irresistible signal that it is time to get into a certain state. The anchor will automatically
and instantly propel you into the emotion, without your being able to do anything about it! The two main
pieces in anchoring are

1. the trigger or stimulus or anchor
2. the response – the automatic or unconscious mood change the occurs as a result of the trigger.
For example
Here are some common pleasant anchors:




The smell of freshly cooked home-made bread evokes instant childhood memories for some
people
Hearing a tune they used to hear when they first fell in love – their 'our tune' – instantly brings
back wonderful memories for many couples
Hearing your loved one using your name in a warm tonality normally evokes delightful feelings

And a few unpleasant anchors:









A stranger making a certain type of 'insulting finger gesture' in your direction can evoke anger or
humiliation in many of us
Driving on the motorway (highway), nearly home, and on rounding a corner you see long lines of
stationery traffic…
Envelopes in your morning that you recognize contain bills, especially those from the taxation
authorities…
Waking up during the night and smelling burning or hearing strange sounds in the house
The emotionally bored and empty feeling that sends you rushing to the kitchen to binge eat
The little irritants and upsets that cause you to fumble for the packet of cigarettes
The interpretation you give to an unguarded comment which instantly dampens that light-hearted
mood you were enjoying
The actions of other drivers that send you into the red-fug of road-rage

Anchors are learned programmes
NLP is an acronym for Neuro-Linguistic Programming. The 'programme' part of the name refers to your
mind-body programmes for doing things. And 'anchors' are an important type of programmes – they are
your programmes for responding instantly, often powerfully, and usually unconsciously to triggers or
stimuli.
Your anchored responses are not inherited; they are learned. Phobia are a great example of an anchor. If
you are phobic of something you know it's 'silly', you know you shouldn't have such a strong response –
yet each time you encounter the stimulus you have the response. But you had to learn to have this
response.
Similarly the parent with the fiery temper has spent years (unconsciously) developing his or her automatic
programme to explode with fury at their child's behavior.
The salesperson has spent time developing her or his programme to lose their nerve at the first sign of
rejection in the prospect's behavior.

The nervous public speaker has learned to lose his or her nerve at the first sign of restlessness or
disagreement in the audience.

Why anchors can make us feel out of control
Anchors work almost instantly and usually within 60 seconds. And they operate unconsciously, bypassing
rational thought. Positive thinking and positive intentions has little impact on anchors unless it is
continued over a long time.
Once an anchor has provoked a negative mood in you the best you can do is to, as quickly as possible,
reduce the unpleasant state that gets triggered.
So what can you do, other than give up and remain a victim of the myriad of negative anchors that you
already have?
Quite a lot, actually. If you are trained in NLP you can use the Swish pattern to neutralize the anchor
stimulus. Even without NLP training you can begin discovering the anchors to which you have a negative
response. Just doing this significantly weakens their impact.

Start uncovering your un-useful anchors!
If you would like to feel more in charge of yourself and your moods begin by anchor-hunting – watching
for the anchors that catapult you into unpleasant emotional states.
As long as these anchors are operating out of awareness you will not feel in charge of your own moods.
Uncovering them will not, in itself, get rid of them. It does take you in that direction and, more importantly,
it provides you with a clear understanding of how you have been getting into those unwelcome moods by
enabling you to recognize the triggers that provoke the unwelcome moods!

Do something about your keyboard...
Imagine walking about with a keyboard hanging around your neck and connected to your nervous
system. Each button on the keyboard can put you into a different mood.
Some buttons trigger negative moods and others trigger wonderful moods. But the keys are not color
coded. What's more the keyboard is turned away from you so that only OTHER people can press the
buttons – and they do not know which buttons they are pressing – or which moods they are likely to
evoke.
That's a bit like it is until you begin to uncover your negative anchors! And if you have lots of negative
anchors each day it's like (mixing metaphors) a walk down a lane which has been planted with landmines.
You don't know where they are until they explode in your face. And other people around you don't know
what you'll be like from one moment to the next – it's tension for all!
When you begin uncovering anchors it's as if you turn the keyboard round so that you have more say in
who presses which buttons.

Anchor-Hunting

There are a number of ways of dealing with these un-useful anchors. We will look at one – seeking out
your negative anchors so that you can recognize them.
Recognizing an anchor will not instantly neutralize it but it will weaken its power. It will also make it less
likely that you'll unwittingly be at its mercy in future. And remaining very aware of your negative anchors
will systematically weaken them.
Anchor hunting may not be the quickest way of neutralizing negative anchors but it does not require effort
or preparation or training - and you can begin today, just as soon as you've finished reading this!

Let's begin...
Your starter question is:

“How did I know it was time to do that?”
Each and every time you find yourself in a negative mood stop, momentarily shake off the mood, and
then ask yourself that question.
You know that a while ago you were fine. But now you're in an un-useful mood. How did your brain and
neurology know that it was time to switch moods? There had to be a signal or trigger that it was time to
change moods – otherwise you'd have stayed in the original mood.

Inner Triggers
The inner triggers can be physical (low blood sugar or hyperventilation are common triggers for panic, for
instance), or visual (a sad image from the past or a jealousy-provoking image of the person you love
being with someone else), or auditory (the sound of someone's voice or a negative self-mantra such as
'you're useless, they won't like you, you couldn't do that!')

Outer Triggers
The look that someone gave you or the appearance of a room (sight), the pitch or tonality of a person's
voice or what they say (sound), or a change in temperature or someone touching you in a certain manner
(physical).
Voice tones in particular are very effective anchors because we do not tend to notice them as much as
we notice overt things such as gestures or expressions

Put your negative anchors to good use
When you go hunting for negative anchors you are effectively making each time that you experience an
unpleasant state a wonderful opportunity to reduce your likelihood of entering into that state again (or, at
very least, of unwittingly doing so) and you are taking charge of your life by deciding you have had
enough of being at the mercy of these old, programmed, learned responses.

So, remember, next time you find yourself in a negative mood ask “How did I know it was time to do that?”
Then back-track until you come to the moment when the mood changed and 'bingo!' another negative
anchor is uncovered!
Find just one a day and you've uncovered and weakened 30 in a month. What's more, you've reinforced
your attitude that 'I'm in charge of me- I'm not prepared to be a victim of my conditioning any longer!'
We may not have had much say in how we acquired our negative anchors but we can decide whether or
not they continue to influence our moods.

NLP 'Well-formed' or well
designed outcomes'
What are NLP well-formed outcomes?
This is the term used in NLP to describe a process of systematically refining goals, objectives or targets
so that they fulfill six criteria. The process is similar but is more thorough that the more widely-known
process called SMART goals.
When our wants, dreams or wishes are refined using this process they become more believable and
realizable. This is why they are then described as being `well-formed' outcomes

Why 'well-formed'?
The term 'well-formed' has been around in NLP for over 35 years and, as with many of the rather strange
NLP terms, this name can get in the way of understanding the simplicity of the model. Some people, to
make things even more obtuse, even refer to the 'well-formedness conditions for an outcome'.
Simply put, what the term really means is that the outcome has been refined or checked against six tests
and once it has 'passed' these tests it is well-designed - or, if you must, 'well-formed'!
You can use this process to clarify your own wishes so that they are more realistic and action-focussed and to assist others in doing the same.

Why use this way of dealing with goals?
The original NLP model for clarifying goals labours under the ungainly title of Well-Formedness
Conditions for an Outcome and consists of 5 questions for qualifying a goal or dream to evaluate if it is
'well-formed' i.e. well-designed. The original version is described here in Robert Dilts excellent
Encyclopaedia of NLP.
Here is Pegasus NLP we are continually seeking to make NLP more accessible, more easily understood
and more thorough. So back in the mid 90's we simplified and streamlined the model, added a further
qualifying question, and created the new name of PECSAW, which is an acronym for our version.

Going through the six PECSAW questions creates a detailed internal image or concept in your mind - an
important step in creating a belief in your objective.
The 6-step PECSAW process ensures you focus on what you DO want rather than on what you do NOT
want. Your attention is on what to do and how to do it rather than on problems, excuses, alibis, and
explanations.
Outcomes directionalise a person’s thoughts and actions. Use them for your goals, dreams, wishes - and
watch what happens. The six questions distinguish between those factors which are relevant to getting
what you want and those which are in the realm of history, complaint, etc.
Using this process improves your rapport with other people. If you have a joint project using the wellformed outcome process to match and align your objectives adds to the rapport already existing between
you – since you now have a joint commitment to the outcome towards which you are both moving. And
when you use it to assist someone in clarifying what they want for themselves they are likely to appreciate
your concern and interest.
It provides a means of evaluating progress. Having a well-formed outcome makes it more likely that you
will quickly recognize when you are thinking or acting in ways that are at variance with your well-formed
outcome, giving you a signal to stop and re-evaluate your activities.
When use to clarify formal discussions work-related discussions or meetings the outcome steps provide a
framework that keeps discussions and activity on course.

How
Use the six PECSAW questions. It may not be necessary to go through all of the questions for every
objective. Use your discretion and apply the questions that are appropriate at the time.
When using the questions with other people first establish a very good quality of rapport and then either
introduce the process formally or use the process in a conversational manner.

Reframing: re-viewing & relabeling
We all experience suffering in our lives - like death and taxes it seems to be a universal constant.
In fact life seems to go out of its way to provide you with some exquisite forms of suffering, whether it be
rejection from a someone you find attractive, an embarrassing failure at work, or simply the fact that
everyone else seems to have more (money, happiness, sex, etc.) than you.
Suffering is also something we usually don’t like to think about. If you had a choice would you selectively
delete those moments of pain? What would your life be like then?
We all seem to deal with suffering in our own unique way. Some people become very upset and then
move on as if it never happened. Others withdraw, become more cautious or even paralyzed by the

events. And others seem to thrive on what we would call suffering, seeing each pain as a challenge or
someone to fight.
Think about it for a moment… Just how do you deal with suffering? Do you like your friends to console
you? Furiously throw yourself into some activity? ‘Not think of it’ – by shutting out any thoughts about it?
And how did you evolve your way of handling emotional pain? Most of us have a preferred way of coping
with pain – one that evolved in an ad-hoc manner.
NLP has become some important tools for who experience emotional pain - by studying or ‘modeling’
those who have learned cope with life particularly well.
My preferred technique is to change the labels on the suffering. Generally, we tend to put our memories
into the broad categories of pain or pleasure.
We can diffuse a lot of our past pain by honestly looking at our categories and seeing can they be relabeled.
For example, let’s say you are working with a computer and it crashes, destroying your day’s work. How
do you label the pain? Do you give it a destructive label like ’m no good with computers? Or a
constructive one like Wow, I never thought of that, I will save my work more often?
The pain your have experienced in the past can be re-labeled or re-viewed or ‘reframed’ as a valuable
lesson or opportunity to grow and extend yourself. It can endow us with the nicest qualities of caring and
compassion of our fellow suffers.
In addition to the re-labeling process there are a range of other NLP techniques that you can use to
‘reprogram’ (or change how you are affected by) your past. And to design a better future, since our past
can determine our future unless we are careful.
Unlike many other learning systems, NLP does not provided a rigid recipe of steps that will only work
under rigid conditions. Instead it provides a sort of Swiss army knife of tools that help keep you on course,
positive, successful and happy.
Richard Donovan

NLP, Schools &
Relationships
One source of on-going amazement to me is how we can spend ten or fifteen years at school and college
learning all sorts of weird and wonderful subjects yet learn virtually nothing about one of the most
important activities we will engage in throughout our lives - creating relationships with other human
beings!

Strange Educational Priorities

Think about it. Aside from managing your own health and maintaining your self esteem there is little if
anything that is more important than this! Yet neither healthy self esteem nor the ability to form and
develop relationships receive any real attention in the conventional 'educational' process. (Certainly not in
the UK. If, however, there are differences in your country I would appreciate information about this.)
The NLP skills to develop and maintain relationships are not rocket science and are certainly within the
ability of a ten year old to understand and begin applying. What’s more learning them need take no more
than an hour or two every week – even allowing for discussions and exploratory activities. Not a huge
investment of time yet one that could have profound implications for our society in just a few years - not to
mention the implications for the future happiness of the young people involved!
What is the time spent on instead? Dissecting animals. Making pottery or woodwork articles. Learning
about the composition of layers of rock. And a range of other not-immediately-practical subjects.
But ‘how do I relate to a person in a way that continues to get better the longer we spend together?’ Or
‘How can I avoid soul-destroying rows with my nearest and dearest that neither of us wants but which we
don’t know how to avoid – or how to stop, once they begin?’ Sorry! We don’t have the budget! It is not on
the National Schools’ Curriculum! We don’t have the resources! Or the time. Or the ability???

Take just 2 skills...
Let’s look at how just two fairly standard Practitioner-Level skills can be applied to improve how people
relate to one another. These skills could be understood by young people of around 10 to 12. They could
be taught in a few hours. And the skills could be ‘wired-in’ and practiced in many different ways – through
games and projects, for example.
(1) The Logical Levels
Listening carefully to what a person says and how they act and then relating this to their Personality Map
provides lots of opportunities to avoid difficulties and to convey respect and support. For example, if a
loved one is unwilling to do something that you would like them to do listen to how they communicate this.
If they say ‘I cannot do it’ this indicates they do not have the skill to do it. They may want to but do not
know how.
But if they say ‘I cannot see the point in it’ it means they cannot see how it will fulfill their values. If your
love and attention to them has enabled you to know what are their key values then you may be able to
persuade them by explaining how the activity can enable them to fulfill their own values.
If, however, they say ‘It wouldn’t be me!’ then they are communicating that doing it either does not fit in
with their self image or, more strongly, actually goes against their sense of identity – a much more
fundamental reason for not doing it. If someone indicates that something conflicts with the Identify Level
of their Personality Map it is generally best to step back and avoid attempting to persuade them
otherwise.
The Personality Map (or Logical Levels) can also be used as to gauge how well you know someone. For
example do you know the values that they try to fulfill and those that try to avoid? Are you aware of the
strongly held beliefs – and can you offer them the space to have these beliefs even when these are
contrary to your own?
The ‘If you love me you must have the same views, values, beliefs etc. as me’ rule is the cause of much
unhappiness – yet many people believe this rule to be a gauge of true love!
(2) Perceptual Positions

This is a second common and simple-to-understand NLP tool that should be taught to every young
person. In NLP we focus mainly on just three of the many potential ways of perceiving a situation: my
view, your view and the view of a detached observer.
For example let’s say we are having an argument. And at some point I mentally run through these three
Perceptual Positions. First I assess my own view and, yes, I do want you to put down what you are doing
and listen to what I have just heard about the neighbours!
Next I ‘go’ into the second perceptual position – your view. Now I imagine I am you and consider what the
situation is from your point of view. From your point of view I realize that ‘that person over there just
doesn’t like to listen to me any longer – they used to – now they are always too busy!’ And I recognize
that you must be feeling hurt and unable to find a way of connecting with me anymore.
Finally I ‘go’ into the third Perceptual Position. Now I am looking at the interaction from the viewpoint of a
detached and objective onlooker. And from this angle I recognize that these two people are not in rapport
and are each more interested in doing things their way than in determining what the other person might
wish for.
Cycling through these three viewpoints even once will provide me with valuable information with which I
can, if I choose, begin to modify my approach. Now I have put aside the ‘me, me, me’ attitude of the
three-year-old that most adults bring into relationships. I am looking at it in terms of how can I make it
better and happier for both of us.

The Benefits
Imagine that every young person had the opportunity to learn and to explore the applications of just these
two tools!
For a start they would begin to see the advantage in looking at how others perceive the world – which is
much different from being admonished to ‘think about other people for a change, why don’t you!’
They would also begin to recognize that people are driven by their values and their self image – and there
are other ways of influencing people than using guilt, withdrawal of affection, or physical or psychological
fear.

How about you?
Do you use these skills? You do not have to have taken a full NLP Practitioner CertificationProgramme to
know how to use them. We teach them in our five-day NLP Core Skills trainings and, with some
persistence, you can get a degree of skill from simply reading about them. For example Perceptual
Positions.
We owe it to the people with whom we have close relationships to take the time to really understand what
makes them tick and what upsets them. We owe it to ourselves to use skills such as these to ensure that
a relationship which begins so wonderfully continues to get better rather than gradually deteriorates!

Managing and leading with
the skills of NLP
In management and team leadership NLP is a valuable skills plug-in with which to extend and fine-tune
your influence and your ability to communicate, coach, motivate and manage.
Incorporating NLP into your repertoire will enable you to develop the skills, the attitudinal
outlook, andthe behavioral flexibility with which to improve your performance in a world of flatter corporate
structures, cross-functional responsibilities, complex relationships, stressed workforces, and local and
remote team-working.

Managing and Team Leading in tougher times
The art of managing and team leading has always been dynamic and demanding and it seems that every
5 to 10 years since the 60's we've moved into yet another 'even tougher times for managers' era.
Yet, there can be no doubt that today, in the 2010's, things are changing more quickly and dramatically
than at any time since, perhaps, the Industrial Revolution. And the demands on people-who-lead people,
whatever their official title, are greater and ,more complex than ever.

How to compete and survive
It is tough maintaining the competitive edge in today's marketplace; when an organisation's USP in price
or product innovation can be matched by competitors in weeks. As a result many companies develop a
reactive, almost panicky culture of in which staff or training or R&D or other budgets are slashed,
production is moved around the world, or employees are pressured to do more in less time.
This culture means that good staff leave and move to companies which are better managed, who take a
longer view and are dealing more proactively with a tough climate.
What characterises these proactive companies isn't how good they are at slashing costs but how good
they are with their people; their ability to create an environment where people are happy to give of their
best. And it is this environment which enables them to at least weather the rougher storms and come
through stronger.

Managers who lead
The question of what exactly enables the more proactive companies to survive and thrive is complex,
impossible to define in a short article and is already well addressed by the hundreds of books on the
subject that are published every year.
However and there does seem to be one key theme which is their ability to attract, keep and motivate
their people. And key to this, in turn, are the abilities of their managers or team leaders to put this into
action.

They are invariably aware of the importance of what used to be somewhat disparagingly called the 'soft
skills' - the skills of being able to lead people so they are truly motivated to give of their best.
Incidentally, soft skills could more accurately be called subtle skills since their impact, while less
immediately dramatic and obvious than that of the old hard skills, is often more pronounced and enduring
(see below).

'Subtle Skills'
The subtle skills that are needed by today's managers and team leaders include being able to motivate
rather than coerce people to do a great job - and to be able to do this in the knowledge that they




may have less job security than ever before
may be dealing with a significantly increased workload because budgets prevent vacancies being
filled
may now be functioning in a workplace that is experiencing almost continuous change something which a majority of people find stressful and corrosive of morale.

Preventing or countering low morale
Such elements make life tough for managers and teams leaders because they are quite corrosive of
morale; of 'buy-in' to the objectives of the team or to the vision of the company.
Or, to be precise, they frequently have this corrosive impact... Though in many teams and work
environments such factors may exist without having this effect....
How is this? How come some teams are high performers despite dramatic and disruptive changes in the
working environment?
The difference is rarely because of increased remuneration.
The difference is more usually the result of their management and leadership.

Practical steps
The Gallup organisation did a long-term survey of 1,000,000 employees and 80,000 managers to identify
what factors encouraged employees to give of their best.
They then data-crunched this huge amount of information and identified 12 key factors which determined
what motivated high performance. High performers:
1. Know what's expected of them
2. Frequently receive recognition/praise for doing well
3. Recognised that their manager/supervisor had a genuine interest in them
4. Were encouraged in their development by their managers
5. Recognised that they were listened to
6. Recognised how what they did contributed to the company's objectives
7. Worked alongside highly motivated colleagues
8. Were able to talk about their progress at least twice yearly

9. Had the resources to do their job
10. Were in a role which enabled them to do what they do best everyday
11. Had friends in the workplace
12. Recognised that their job provided them with opportunities for development
The authors then analyzed these 12 key factors and found they could be encapsulated in one single
conclusion:
'Talented employees need great managers. The talented employees may join a company because of
its charismatic leaders, its generous benefits, and its world-class training programs, but how long that
employee stays and how productive he is while he is there is determined by his relationship with his
immediate supervisor.'
(Source: the excellent and very readable 'First Break All the Rules' by Marcus Buckingham and Curt
Coffman. Simon & Schuster, 2000)

Subtle skills and leading people
It's interesting that only four out of the twelve key factors (9-12) are dependent on organizational structure
or management hard skills.
Factors 1-8 require the manager or team leader to be skilful with people i.e. to be skilled in the subtle
skills such as the ability to


Communicate perceptively and skillfully with peers, direct reports, and with senior management



Understand the systemic nature of communication with and within teams - including the subtle
dynamics of non-verbal influence



Understand the thinking and emotional make-up of teams and of the individuals
within theseteams - and of the manner in which these individuals pull together



Understand oneself so that one is not easily influenced or manipulated



Manage one's own moods - a manager cannot afford to have off-days



Understand the role of beliefs and values in what makes people tick



Know how to utilize values to tailor the motivational approach to suit each individual



Inspire people by 'selling' them the team or organisational vision and getting their 'buy in' to this
vision.

These skills, and the tools for doing putting all of these 8 subtle skills into practical action, are included in
our NLP Core Skills training programme in Hampshire's New Forest. This is an NLP personal and
professional development training which looks at a wide range of NLP skills, insights and applications.

NLP and Subtle Skills
NLP is becoming recognized as one of the best available bodies of knowledge on people-skills. This
raises the question of how best to use NLP to get better at the subtle skills?
Certainly lots of tips and insights can be picked up from NLP books, from websites such as this one, and
from the popular lecture-style or motivational-speaker led training programmes. The drawback of learning
this way is that NLP is treated, and learned, as an intellectual process rather than behavioural skill.

The alternative approach (and one which you will not be surprised to know we use in Pegasus NLP) is
to learn NLP in a workshop that is






Designed to be a team-based learning experience
Includes lots of practical breakout sessions to ensure that skills are wired in rather than treated as
intellectual constructs
Is based on adult learning principles
Is interactive rather than didactic (we strongly agree with the Japanese proverb* 'none of us is as
smart as all of us')
Includes one-to-one feedback from qualified NLP trainers.

Incidentally, NLP Core Skills provides a thorough grounding in some particularly powerful
influencingskills. Our core trainer, Reg Connolly, says "I consider three of these skills to be
so important that for the past 17 years I have included them in all my management, sales and customer
care trainings".

NLP, the Mind, and Sport
If you like to win in sport being able to utilize and manage your mental attitude is critical. This applies
whether you compete in local activities or are a world-class participant.
The club golfer knows this from the differences between one day's play and the following day's play. So
does the athlete. Or the team player.
NLP provides a very effective route to identifying what accounts for the results you get - whether these
are favorable or unfavorable results.
You can use it to analyze successful performance in order to be able to further improve the skills-attitude
blend or to pass it on to others. And you can assess an unsuccessful performance to determine which
elements to replace and which to modify.

Mind-body communication
Every regular sports participant, whether it is an individual or team activity, knows that the body
affects the mind and the mind affects the body.
If you are preoccupied with something at home or at work your game is affected. If, as you serve in your
tennis game, something like a noise or unexpected movement catches your attention your serve is
affected. If a member of the opposing team irritates you this can seriously affect your concentration.
NLP in sport, at its most basic, enables us to manage our mind-body so that we are in the best mental
and physical state for successfully and enjoyably performing.

Mind-body strategies
Whether as participants or coaches or managers we can use NLP to 'model' or study a person's
performance in order to identify how exactly they do something. We can identify how they successfully

perform a particular operation in order to enable them to do this more consistently (or to teach their skill to
someone else). And, of course, we can identify how precisely they unsuccessfully perform an operation in
order to coach them in better ways of doing it.

And if sport is 'just' your hobby
While only the truly dedicated are likely to attend a workshop with the singular purpose of enhancing their
sporting ability most of us have a sport or hobby that we would like to be better at.
Our NLP Core Skills and Practitioner Part 2 trainings provide insights and skills that you can apply in a
very wide range of areas in your life simultaneously - so while you may attend in order to improve your
management or team-development ability you can also apply them to improve your sailing or your
bowling results!
The keen golfer or runner might, for example, use the methods to have fewer off-days, or recover quickly
from setbacks or apply the NLP Strategies technique to model the success programmes of champions!
The keen rugby player might apply lessons from the outdoor team activities or the Practitioner Part
2systemic skills to enhance his or her team's ability to pull together.

Differing 'models of the world'
“Father Ted” is a highly successful TV sitcom currently doing the rounds of the repeat channels**. It's
about a trio of priests in an island off Ireland's West Coast. Their housekeeper, the long suffering and
totally dedicated Mrs Doyle, puts in an appearance in most episodes and her usual role is to make visitors
feel welcome and at home. She does this by 'offering' them huge amounts of tea and piles of food. - and
they are not allowed to refuse!
Their protestations that they are not hungry or thirsty are ignored. “Nonsense! Of course, you will have
some tea! Sure why wouldn't you have a wee drop. Ah, you will! You will! You will!”
And so it goes on until the hapless visitor gives in and drinks the tea or eats the food while a beaming Mrs
Doyle watches. “Sure there you are now, wasn't that lovely!” she triumphantly announces when they have
finished.
Do unto others…
Many of us have been brought up to believe that we should 'do unto others as you would have them do
unto you' which in plain, rather than Elizabethan, English means 'treat people as you'd like them to treat
you'.
Sounds fine. Until you think about it a little more carefully. Because if we follow this rule we end up a little
like Mrs Doyle – urging others to do what WE decide will be good for them!
With this very common attitude if I like eating half-cooked fried eggs, baked beans and mushrooms I
assume that everyone else does too. And my way of treating family or friends is to serve them halfcooked fried eggs, baked beans and mushrooms.

If Jack likes to drink lots of alcohol or eat lots of meat then he believes everyone will enjoy these. Or if Jill
likes to be comforted when she's upset she is likely to assume that anyone who is upset likes lots of
comfort.
This is the mentality behind much advice-giving, too. “If I were in your shoes I'd…” Our well-intentioned
and probably useless advice is based on what we'd do in their shoes. But we are not in their shoes… they
are. There many different types of people all with diverse ways of seeing the world.

Of course you'll have another!
Though raised in Ireland I live in England and frequently commute to Ireland to present trainings. This
gives me the opportunity to observe and compare both cultures.
For example, in some parts of Ireland there is still an unspoken expectation that if you go out for a drink
with friends you will keep pace with their drinking. Your protestations that you have had enough and do
not want another round are treated as a joke – “of course you'll have another, sure why wouldn't you!”
And another drink appears on the table alongside the others that you've earlier protested you didn't want.
(I have also come across this attitude in the North of England and in Scotland, too.)
“But I meant well…!”
It's all done with the best of intentions, of course. They ignore our views because they assume that we
are all alike and that we will therefore like what they like!
They (and this includes most of us, by the way) believe there is no need to ask us what we would like or
how we would like to be treated. Good intentions are good enough!

“You should be grateful!”
With this very common mentality you do not need to check whether the other person is happy with your
advice, generosity or hospitality because the attitude is supported by another one – that it is enough to
have good intentions!
As long as I mean well you should be grateful for what I do for you – whether you want it or not. Whether
or not it is appropriate. Whether or not you like it.
For example, if I'm the breadwinner in the household and money is short it is, nevertheless, OK for me to
go out and buy you some lavish present that we cannot afford! And you must be grateful - because I
meant well.
It doesn't matter that my gesture means we have to go short on some essentials such as food or clothing
or heating. Or that you didn't want the gift in the first place. I meant well so you should be grateful!
There's usually an un-stated threat with this type of generosity… if you do not accept my gesture with a
suitable display of generosity then I will sulk!
“Why aren't you grateful! How can you treat me this way – I was only thinking of you – and after all the
thought and effort I put into it, too etc. etc.”
Real communication – NLP-style
In our NLP courses in the New Forest we usually begin with a walk around the grounds. We amble
through the different types of woodland, around the two lakes, and watch and listen to the wildlife. Half
way around we stop to look at the view and have a chat about what has most impressed us.
And, of course, what most impresses each of us Differs considerably. One will have noticed the squirrels.
Another the silver bark on the trees by the upper lake. Or the smell of the woods after the rain. Or the
loudness of the bird-song. Or the stillness of the lake. And so on.
Each person is unique
The purpose of this little exercise is to emphasize that each of us has different tastes. Different views.
Different ways of thinking. Different needs. And different ways of being impressed. Each of us
experiences the world differently. We are each unique.
And real communication means putting aside our ASSUMPTIONS about people. Especially the
assumption that we are all alike. It means treating each person as a unique individual. It means finding
out what a person likes, thinks, needs, etc. It means asking rather than assuming!
It takes a little longer
Real communication does take a little longer. You put aside your assumptions about me – and spend
time learning about me, from me. You do less transmitting and a lot more receiving. Less talking, more
listening.
The old 'I know what people want' approach is not just sloppy and ineffective it is also a pretty
disrespectful way of carrying on.

A key principle NLP is that we respect the other person's “model of the world”. This means that we
respect a person's right to be different – to have their own beliefs, tastes, interests, values, etc. even if
these are quite different to our own.
We aim to value the differences between us and learn from these. And the traditional way of treating
people – as you'd like to be treated – is diametrically opposed to this.
Instead of treating others as WE would like to be treated we aim to treat them as THEY would like to be
treated…
Action points
1. Aim to 'walk in their moccasins' – to step into the other person's shoes. Take a real interest in what
makes each person tick. In what they like and do not like. In what they fear, enjoy, believe, value, etc. etc.
2. Spend the next few weeks asking a lot more questions and making a lot less statements. Turn your
Transmit button off – and turn your Receive button on.
3. Use Open rather than Closed questions. Open questions are those which cannot be answered with a
Yes or No and they elicit a lot more information.
4. Listen to the answers you get. And utilize the information from these answer in the conversation.
Incidentally, this last point is not as easy as it sounds! For example, you are likely to have had the
experience in which someone asks you a question about your feelings or views and, as you begin to
reply, you notice they have apparently lost interest! They may be looking at you but the blank look in their
eyes indicates that their attention is somewhere else (it's usually on rehearsing their next comment or
question!).
An end to 'self consciousness'
The main aim of this approach is to get into the habit of learning about the other person and discovering
what makes them tick. People are truly fascinating – as you may discover.
A side effect is that you'll never again have to worry about 'what to say' in casual conversation – you
simply take a genuine interest in other people. SELF-consciousness is replaced with OTHERconsciousness.
Use this with those close to you, too! You may be surprised to discover how little you really do know
about them – or about what makes them 'tick'.
Having an attitude of sincere interest in their 'model of the world' is one of the most respectful ways of
creating rapport with people. It is also one of the prerequisites to being able to influence others effectively
and ecologically.
(** Father Ted: This newsletter is read in many parts of the world such as Africa, Asia, Australia, and
North and South America where the 'Father Ted' TV series may not yet have reached. Watch out for it
when it does reach your part of the world – it's very silly and very funny.)

The NLP Logical Levels
The NLP Logical Levels is a valuable tool for organizing our thinking, information gathering, and
communication.
Developed originally by Robert Dilts and Todd Epstein, the Logical Levels (or Neuro-Logical Levels or, as
we use it in Pegasus NLP The Personality Map) is one of the most useful of all NLP models.
Using the model enables us to understand in a clear and structured manner what makes a person 'tick'.
The Logical Levels or Personality Map is a model which we can run in the background while having a
conversation with somebody. In a coaching session, for example, we can use it to clearly identify whether
a difficulty which they may be experiencing is the result of






not having appropriate skills to do it
not being able to motivate themselves to deal with it
their having certain beliefs about the issue which is getting in their way
considering that it is something that doesn't fit with their self-image
they cannot recognise how it contributes to their vision for their life.

The Logical Levels can be used to organize our thinking about an individual, a group or an organization.

Mission & Vision
Where are they is going with their life? With which people? Which activities and
places that are central to this vision for their life/future - and, perhaps, the
contribution they intend to make to the world.

Identity
Their self esteem, their sense of self, what they identify with, etc. This can include
identifying with their job, marriage, religion, etc. it can also include how they
interpret events in terms of their own self-worth.

Beliefs & Values
Whether they believe something is possible or impossible, whether they believe it is
necessary or unnecessary, whether or not they feel motivated about it.

Capability & Skills
Whether or not they have innate capabilities and/or learned skills for dealing
appropriately with an issue.

Behavior
Their external behaviours. This could include, for example, what an observer would
see or hear or feel when they are engaged in a particular activity.

Environment
Their surroundings: the people and places etc that they are interacting with, and
responding to, when they are engaged in a particular activity.

Why use this?
The Logical Levels is one of the most valuable of all the NLP tools and skill with it adds a quality of
precision and depth to both our communication with, and our understanding of, other people.
This is way, for example, participants on our Core Skills training programme learn it at the beginning of
this five-day training - and, to ensure a high level of skill afterwards, will continually use it throughout that
programme.
The Logical Levels provides a structured way of understanding what's going on in any system including
the human personality, a partnership or marriage, a family, a team, a department, or even an
organisation.
We can use the model to recognize how the various levels interact and how they are related. And
itprovides a means of





Asking for, and verifying the relevance of, information
Keeping track, in a highly structured manner, of the huge amount of information is often available
when discussing an issue
Recognizing at which level a problem is occurring
Recognising the most appropriate level at which to target the solution.

The above version of the Logical Levels is based on the original model which was developed by Robert
Dilts and Todd Epstein and which was, in turn, based on the work of anthropologist Gregory Bateson and
philosopher Bertrand Russell.

How to Use Covert Hypnotic
Techniques to be More
Persuasive
Posted: June 9th, 2011, by Rintu Basu

Using Trance to Make You More Persuasive
Amazingly I often get asked this question by some NLP Practitioners. The issue is that on some courses
they do not explain the connection between emotional states, beliefs and hypnosis. The video below
explains my definition of trance and how you can use it with people to persuade or even change their
beliefs. How many different uses could you put to a belief busting technique?
But more importantly as you read through this article and watch the video you will notice that I am
demonstrating some of the most fundamental and powerful persuasion processes available. If you
spend a few minutes going through this article thinking on different levels you will find yourself
understanding persuasion principles in a more interesting way.

Accelerated Learning of Hypnotic Language Patterns
One of the things I am most interested in is deconstructing the process behind the process. For
example whilst everyone on my practitioner course was learning their hypnotic language patterns I was
learning the process that makes these patterns work.
My thinking was if I knew the process I could make my own patterns by using the process. And all of a
sudden you are able to create patterns in the moment and in the middle of the conversation. The
process behind the process is more powerful than any of the component tools.

A Beginner’s Guide to Advanced Persuasion Techniques
The Advanced Persuasion Patterns Programme not only gives you very powerfulNLP Persuasion
Techniques but also gives you the process behind the process. Overtly and covertly you are taught a
hypnotic persuasion process as well as how to construct your own persuasion processes.
The video below demonstrates my approach. On the level of content the video explains what trance is
and how to use it. On a covert level it explains a fundamental persuasion process about putting people
in to the correct emotional state for being persuaded. If you study the structure of persuasion
strategies you will notice that the video opens loops about busting beliefs using covert persuasion
patterns. For example it explains why trance is useful to change beliefs but it does not specifically
show you how to do it.
Reading this article before watching the video will give you the experience of meta states or having to
think on several different levels simultaneously. Initially you might have just watched the video for
some content. Having read this article you are more likely to now watch for what I say, how I say it and
the order that I say it in. You might be drawing all sorts of inferences from this information as well as
any content that you might find useful.

Just before you see the video, if you want to learn to multi-layer your conversations to be incredibly
persuasive, extremely persuasive or just more charismatic then you will want to check out the most
powerful download persuasion skills course.

Using Trance to be more Persuasive
Remember if you want these skills either to covertly change people’s beliefs, or to learn how to
multilayer your conversations to be more persuasive and compelling or just to be more charismatic and
influential then click through and checkout this great NLP persuasion skills course.

Two Powerful Demonstrations of
Hypnotic Persuasion Metaphors
Posted: June 2nd, 2011, by Rintu Basu

How to Use Metaphors to Hide Powerful Hypnotic Persuasion Patterns
Over the last few days I’ve received a few emails asking about how to use metaphors. This article will
demonstrate some incredibly powerful hypnotic persuasion techniques and how you can use them.

Why Use Metaphors for Hypnotic Persuasion?
I love metaphors because they are the most covert of covert persuasion skills. Using metaphors you can
create anticipation and desire so people are desperate to hear more. You can use metaphor to direct
thoughts so you bypass the conscious resistance of the listener as well as covertly set boundaries for
the discussions.
When used very skilfully you can take people into trance and embed post hypnotic suggestions to the
point where the subject has complete amnesia over the instructions they have been given. But the best
things for me is that metaphors are not only easy to learn but also very covert.

Accelerated Learning through Example
In this example you will see that I have used a metaphor to explain metaphors. In this article you will
see demonstrations of:
 Embedded commands
 Installing a sequence of thoughts into the reader
 Opening anticipation loops
 Preframing a conversation
Incidentally of the two options mentioned the Advanced Persuasion Patterns course is only available for
a few more days before I close it down again. You canaccess this covert hypnosis course here. The
other option of a face to face embedded command and metaphor course is not currently available but I
will run if I get enough interest.
Here is the article on Hypnotic Storytelling

A More Detailed Breakdown
This second article includes a detailed breakdown of a specific example. In this article I tell the story
of how I used a metaphor to help an old man. I deconstruct the metaphor piece by piece so you can see
all the persuasion patterns that I use.
What I don’t share with you on this article is how I am using metaphors within metaphors on the
reader. Again careful reading of both articles will give you a huge insight with how to construct
hypnotically persuasive metaphors. And if you would like a little more help with that the Advanced
Persuasion Patterns Programme includes techniques to:






Create hundreds of metaphors for any circumstance within a few minutes. Using this one technique
you can often create metaphors in the moment.
Hide all your covert persuasion tools in the story making them virtually undetectable.
Install sequences of thoughts or behaviours into your subjects without them ever noticing.
Uncover deep emotions and attach them to your products, service or just to yourself.
Take people into deep levels of trance without them noticing.

HYPNOSIS
As we have sad all of life is an illusion a trance if you wish to say. Our reality is not real, and
people have an incredible ability to suspend disbelief. So part of being a witch is using
suggestion. Much of witchcraft is a form of hypnosis.
Always remember 60% of the people are more prone to suggestion. They are more easily
influenced. They respond to placebos better and follow others. The other 40% are resistant. They
are sometimes lacking in vision, very pragmatic and cautious. If you ask someone to see his mothers
face in the color purple and they look up to the right they are probably a good subject. If the stare at
you and widen their eyes they are a very good subject. If they look to the sides or down they are
most probably a bad subject. Sometimes it is hard to tell.

Hair Removal with Hypnosis Advert
Believe it or not, hypnosis is a very natural state that we go in and out of every day,
most of the time without knowing it. For instance, like when we're driving on the freeway and
miss an exit; or when we become so engrossed in a movie we start to cry or laugh with the
characters, even though we know it's not real. Every night we go into a state of hypnosis or
hypnogogic sensitivity for about 30 minutes before we fall asleep. And every morning when we
first awaken we are in hypnosis. It is that dreamy feeling, in between being asleep and fully
awake.
When we are in hypnosis, we are in an altered state of consciousness, which is really just a
heightened state of awareness. We feel physically relaxed, mentally alert and fully aware of our
surroundings. Because this is a time when both our conscious and subconscious minds are
present, it is a state where we are more suggestible and the subconscious is open and receptive
to positive suggestions and sensory experiences.
Consequently, we use the hypnotic state therapeutically to give powerful positive suggestions
that the subconscious will accept and act upon, ultimately aligning with the conscious desires to
change.

Focus on the Orb
Much of witchcraft but not all of witchcraft is suggestion. Do not over use it or undervalue it, but
learn it well. Hypnosis is thought to work by altering our state of consciousness in such a way
that the analytical left-hand side of the brain is turned off, while the non-analytical right-hand
side is made more alert. The conscious control of the mind is inhibited, and the subconscious
mind awoken. Since the subconscious mind is a deeper-seated, more instinctive force than the
conscious mind, this is the part which has to change for the client's behavior and physical state
to alter.
For example, a client who consciously wants to overcome their fear may try everything they
consciously can to do it, but will still fail as long as their subconscious mind retains this terror
and prevents the client from succeeding. Progress can only be made by long term
reprogramming the subconscious so that deep-seated instincts and beliefs are abolished or
altered.
Increasing suggestibility in a person you are talking to, such that they will provide information or
follow instructions without resistance, is a relatively straight forward process. Such "fast
inductions" can be executed one at a time, or in combinations, in order to achieve effects
ranging from increased rapport to therapeutic trance. The smooth talker and the powerful sales
person has the power of subtle hypnosis.
I was trained as a medical hypnotist in Ohio. I hypnotized many patients to go thru surgery and
for other reasons in the Hospital. And I was a stage hypnotist at YSU and I had a TV show as a
psychic and hypnotized people on TV many times. I was quite well renown a hypnotist.

Pattern Interrupt: Perhaps the easiest way to execute a fast induction is simply to interrupt a
process that people always complete without interruption. If you ask someone to sign their
name, then interrupt the process, they will wait in a very suggestible state to complete that
process. If you reach out to shake their hand then hand them something to hold, or ask them to
provide their address and disrupt the recitation, you will find they are very suggestible for
several seconds. Experiment with interrupting a pattern, and then issuing an instruction
someone might otherwise be somewhat disinclined to obey. You'll be astounded that the
instruction is almost always obeyed without thinking. The important thing is to make sure that
the operation is fully underway when it is interrupted, and that the instruction is very easy to
follow. You can "deepen" the trance by executing another pattern interrupt and then giving an
instruction.
Start a Good Story or Great Joke: Let's be clear. People listening to a good story or joke are in a
subtle trance state. They are actively listening to you. They have tuned out distractions. They are
waiting for your next word. They wait in wonder for the punch line. Instructions issued when
people are in that state are most often followed. There is a good reason why the first few
minutes of a film usually startle or surprise people, and it is not at all surprising that some films
seem to have life changing impacts on people. Milton Erickson, the father of NLP, developed
signature methods to trance and transform patients other therapists had given up on. To use

this form of fast induction, start the story or joke, then give a suggestion or instruction. To
deepen the trance, try starting a second story within the first.
Use Touch: An unexpected touch is a very powerful induction. Coaches and teachers have often
used a hand on the shoulder to make a player or student more attentive. Salesmen often
execute a "close" after they've clapped someone on the arm. Touch can be a very dangerous
induction technique, in this day and age, but it is undoubtedly one of the most powerful. Even
total strangers will often respond to an instruction given after you have touched them on the
arm or back.
Used in a right and therapeutic way, these techniques can help people step over a lot of road
blocks. A doctor seeking to put a patient at ease may find that he can reduce pain in a patient
more quickly using a fast induction and a direct suggestion that the patient feel "better now".
Less honest folks use fast inductions to hurt people. Pick pockets often bump a victim hard
enough to make them stumble, then steal a wallet or watch as they "help" them recover. Con
men will often use a confusing story prior to asking someone hand over something of value.
Serial rapists and serial killers will typically use a "trick" to widen a window of opportunity. They
may follow you to your car at the supermarket and pick up one of your bags (a pattern
interrupt) or start a confusing story as they walk toward you.
It is important to understand that almost everyone is more suggestible when confused or
distracted. Very confused and distracted people are extremely suggestible. A time of personal
crisis is not the best time to make big decisions based on advice from strangers.
You will be very surprised, and perhaps a bit frightened, by just how well these fast induction
techniques work with a bit of practice.
An easy induction that I do on stage is to say to the audience, “Watch as I take a lemon out of
pocket” I then show that there is no real lemon but I pretend. Then I say” Watch as I taste the
lemon “I pretend to cut the lemon in half and then I put it to my mouth and make a face like I
was tasting a sour lemon. I watch as most of the audience will make the same face. I can see the
release of salvia in them. These are good clients for hypnosis. I tell the audience they were
hypnotized into a body physical reaction and there was no lemon, just suggestion.
Now then on stage I tell them “please stretch out your hands with your right thumb pointing
upwards in front of you. Now look at your thumb with one eye. See the thumb, hold the image
and close your eyes. Now lower your hand but still see the thumb in the air. Look at the thumb,
see the thumb in your mind.” The ones who hold their head steady for five seconds or more and
do not look down or open their eyes are very good clients for hypnosis. I tell them all to relax
and I now appear to choose people at random from the audience but instead I choose the good
clients for the show. Stage hypnosis is great and you really can get a person to act as a chicken.
They seem to have better abilities to respond to suggestion on stage.
Now normal day to day meetings are also easy but you have to be careful to respect a person’s
privacy and dignity. You might go the whole route of your tired and your eyes are heavy. This is
for a full induction of deep trance, like we all have seen on TV a hindered times. But as a witch if
you want to be more clever you need only use normal talking to plant your suggestion. If I say

“Don’t think of elephants” you must think of elephants. The brain treats don’t in a special two
brain way. It often ignores it. If you say to your child climbing a fence “Don’t fall” the child’s
brain must access the word fall and visualize it and thus has an increased ability to fall. Don’t
goes to one part and the next suggestion goes elsewhere. So if I say “Don’t you think I am
Beautiful”’ the person will get the suggestion and agree with me. And if I say “whatever you do
Don’t think about having sex with me, don’t think what grand and climactic orgasms we might
shape together.” The I am also planting the suggestion. If I see that this is working then the
removal of the don’t can work with “Please release your inhibitions and relax into life’s little
pleasures, the intensity of anticipation is one of the pleasures.” Use this gradual way to get
suggestions for health, wellness and to dehypnotize or give suggestions for your clients or for
your incantations. In my book on stopping smoking I go into more detail on addiction release
with hypnosis. This book is about the sexual warrior witch.
If you say don’t smoke there is a subtle suggestion to smoke. So to avoid the negativity and
influence of the don’t you should say “Keep your Lungs Clean”, “Make your blood Healthy”, or
“Control your Mind”, “Control Your Will”. These are examples of positive suggestions.
I use negative suggestions with smoking to say “When you taste a cigarette, it will taste like dog
shit”, or “When you smoke you will feel the sickness of the tobacco eating away at your body”.

Hypnotic Handshakes
The Hypnotic Handshake method is based on ‘brief hypnosis’. Brief hypnosis is a less known
form of hypnotizing; I learned this from Dr. Milton H. Erickson in 1977. Erickson also taught the
Hypnotic Handshake method based on the philosophy of brief hypnosis.
When I attended a seminar by Erickson, he taught us the handshake induction. Just before lunch
he took three people and did the handshake induction on them. He suggested to them under
hypnosis that they would have the most incredible lunch ever. They would have their most
perfect dream lunch. We all went to a mediocre lunch and when we returned they were still
sitting there. When he awoke them from their trance they reported having the most incredible
lunch. We all drooled at the stories they told of wonderful culinary delights. I have used this
many times on stage and in practice.
Most people enter trance (the hypnotic state of mind) and exit trance many times during the
day. Some people say that all of life is a trance.
One good example would be driving on the free way, white you’re figuring out what to say to
your boss about you being late again (for the 29th time this month). Not being aware

completely to the road and to the driving activity, you still make it in one piece to the office.
That’s hypnosis.

Brief hypnosis starts with a rapid induction to get a person into trance. Rapid induction is based
on two key principles:
Rapid Induction Principle No. 1:
Interrupt the auto-pilot
We are predictable creatures. Lift your right hand toward someone, say Hi, smile, and he will
automatically lift his right hand to shake yours. He didn’t even think about it, it happened
automatically. It’s the auto-pilot. One of many automatic behaviors we’re known of doing
without conscious judgment.
If you interrupt an automatic behavior like this, you create an empty space, a query in the other
person’s mind, a brief window to the subconscious mind. It takes less than a second for that
window to close, so you’d better act fast.


Rapid Induction Principle No.2: Fill the blank
Now that the automatic pattern is missing, fill the blank quickly. The other person will follow if
it’s done immediately after the interruption, because our minds don’t like voids. They want
completion.
Do something that will restore the missing link. Use hypnotic language and fast pacing induction
script while talking in your regular voice.
Now that you know the key principles of rapid induction in brief hypnosis, let’s move on to show
you the Hypnotic Handshake method:
Step 1: Interrupt the Auto Handshake

Let’s say you’re going to hypnotize Joe. Joe is a nice guy, but he deserves to be hypnotized and
positively abused (meaning he will be happy during and after the session).
You meet Joe, smile at him, look him directly in the eyes and you lift your right hand toward him
for a handshake. Now stay alert!
For the handshake interrupt, as Joe’s hand comes up, you form a cup with your thumb and first
finger. Instead of meeting Joe’s right hand with yours, you put your hand in cup form under his
hand that is coming to shake.
But then your hand goes back just a little bit—don’t pull it way back, just an inch. The other
hand goes behind the wrist so that it goes up. Just gently cup it and move his hand up in front of
his eyes and say, “Look!??
That’s an awesome interruption! Joe would never expect something like that! Oh, poor Joe… Oh
well, on with the plan…
Step 2: Pull him into hypnosis
In hypnosis we don’t ask people to relax and allow themselves to be hypnotized. We make them
to be! Yes, I know, I have to be nice to my clients. Still, you have to show them who’s the boss,
right? And if I’m getting paid and they are paying, I guess I’m the one who’s in charge here.
Don’t get nervous now. Pull Joe into hypnosis. Here’s how:
As you pass Joe’s hand in front of his eyes and say “Look!”, you point with your other hand
toward his hand. That’s a new program.
“Joe, look at your hand and nod when you notice the changing focus of your eyes, and as you
notice it, see if you can take a deeper breath than the one you just had and as you notice the
changing focus, that’s right! You may let your eyes stay close on the next… that’s the way, I will
let you know when you are ready to let your hand rest and go all the way down… listen, can you
hear all the sounds, aren’t they clearer… ”
And from here you can continue with deepeners or with hypnotic suggestions and make Joe’s
shocking experience of hypnosis a pleasant one.
One warning: make sure your client is sitting on a chair and not standing up. I did this technique
once on a ‘non believer’ while he was standing up, and he fell down on the floor… I had to use
amnesia and pain-killer techniques to make sure he’s not resentful afterwards…
Oh, and another warning: remember to take Joe out of hypnosis when you’re done!

Shock, Fear or Stun Hypnosis
When you are shocked, Your central nervous system is “stunned” and psychological elements of
hypnotic induction can be utilized for the purpose of instant shock induction hypnosis. This
could be a powerful trance like state.
Bela Lugos, the first Film Dracula, studied fear induction of hypnosis. He said that at times of
fear and wonderment you could be put into a trance. This is kind of like the deer in the
headlights idea. The headlights are both interesting and fearful. If the object is just fear you run.
But if there is some attraction of perhaps a sexual nature then a trance can set in. if guided
properly it can become deep.
So the sudden appearance of Dracula in your bedroom is fearful but he is handsome and
commands authority. You listen to his instructions and often obey. As children we all learn to
listen to our parent or adults when they scream. We freeze and sometimes blindly obey their
orders.
As this happens your unconscious mind is getting hypnotic messages in the quickest approach
attainable. Better described, instant shock induction hypnosis is sort of an alteration of your
time and space, a “twilight zone” type of experience if you’ll including visual and auditory
confusion where a kind of sudden shock simply overwhelms your logical mind, leaving your
subconscious ready for instruction.

It will be due to a physical incident or by a plan of unexpected actions that a person enters into a
trance state whereas in spite of everything remaining wide awake.
Essentially in a matter of some seconds the person is hypnotized by inflicting confusion, shock,
loss of sense of balance, and eye fixation. This sort of trance is utilized in our society
continuously while not our ever being conscious of it. For instance many may exclaim the
surprise of 9-11 watching the twin towers catastrophe being played repeatedly once more on
television was a kind of shock to the nation allowing our leaders to control the lots by the
employment of fear tactics. Logic can be suspended.
There is also the case of the everyday playground bully shouting and frightening nearby kids into
a state of mayhem, shock and anxiety. Not sure of what to do with the bully the kids’ brains are
left, open to receive any pattern instructed by the bully like panic. This feeds the bully sense of
control.
Whenever the child goes back into the identical environment once more they need a reasonably
post-hypnotic expertise whether or not the bully is no longer in attendance. Thus the sudden
behavior of the bully screaming and intimidating has induced an instant shock hypnosis impact
on the kid.
HYPNOSIS summary
hypnosis can just be calm rapport or just two people sharing ideas. When an idea becomes a
suggestion it can be absorbed by one of the person. There is mass hypnosis, fear hypnosis,
instant hypnosis, stage hypnosis, and more. Learn to listen and share but keep an idea of control
and direct your power. Nearly all individuals think all you wish to do is click your fingers or put a
fob watch in front of a person’s face and they will be instantly hypnotized.
Instant shock hypnosis inductions can occur all the way through naturally happening times in life
will cause instant shock hypnosis or it will be induced deliberately by hypnotists or individuals
shifting us with these methods. Instant shock induction hypnosis can be amusing. It is a very
easy and down-to-earth practice.
The best way to achieve self hypnosis is to relax and go into a trance repeating a mantra or focus
our eyes on a trance assist form. My favorite three with my picture in each are in the appendix
and another with the magic eye 3d effect. If you cross your eyes slightly you can get the 3d
image from the 2d picture with the stereogenic effects of the eyes. This can help to induce self
trance. Always have written down your affirmation or suggestion you wish to deepen into your
consciousness. Take 30 deep breaths, progressively relax your muscles, and allow yourself to slip
into the hypnogogic state of trance. Repeat your new suggestion or the desire of your
incantation and it will take form and have a reality. How this reality shapes is most often
indeterminate so be careful, what you wish for.

NLP - neuro-linguistic
programming - free
training introduction,
NLP principles and
techniques guide
This free introduction to NLP is provided by Robert Smith MBA, a leading international practitioner in
neuro-linguistic programming and NLP Master Trainer. Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) was created

in the early 1970s by Richard Bandler, a computer scientist and Gestalt therapist, and Dr John Grinder, a
linguist and therapist. Bandler and Grinder invented a process known as 'modelling' that enabled them
to study three of the world's greatest therapists: Dr Milton Erickson, father of modern hypnotherapy;
Fritz Perls, creator of Gestalt therapy; and Virginia Satir, the mother of modern-day family therapy. They
wanted to know what made these therapists effective and to train others in their methods. What is
offered today as NLP is the product of this modelling process.
how does nlp optimise individual and organizational performance?
Neuro-Linguistic Programming is an extremely powerful concept. It is said by many to contain the most
accessible, positive and useful aspects of modern psychology, and so can be helpful in virtually every
aspect of personal and inter-personal relations. NLP has many beneficial uses for self-development, and
for businesses and organizations; for example NLP enables better communications in customer service,
and all types of selling. NLP enables better awareness and control of oneself, better appreciation of the
other person's feelings and behavioural style, which in turn enables better empathy and cooperation.
NLP improves understanding in all one-to-one communications, especially
interviewing and appraisals (whether used by the interviewer or the interviewee). NLP certainly features
strongly in facilitative selling. NLP is an enabling tool of Emotional Intelligence (EQ), which is an aspect
of multiple intelligence theory. Neuro-Linguistic Programming can also be very helpful for stress
management and developing self-belief and assertiveness and confidence. The empathic caring
principles of NLP also assist the practical application of ethical and moral considerations (notably
achieving detachment and objectivity), and using loving and compassionate ideas (simply, helping
people) in work and life generally. These few examples illustrate the significance of NLP as a concept for
personal and organizational development.
The experience of undergoing NLP training is a life-changing one for many people, and its techniques
offer substantial advantages to people performing most roles in organizations:


Directors and executives



Managers at all levels



Sales people



Administrators



Engineering and technical staff



Customer care operatives



Receptionists



Secretarial staff



Trainers



HR and counselling staff

NLP techniques help particularly by making it possible for people to:


Set clear goals and define realistic strategies



Coach new and existing staff to help them gain greater satisfaction from their contribution



Understand and reduce stress and conflict



Improve new customer relationship-building and sales performance



Enhance the skills of customer care staff and reduce customer loss



Improve people's effectiveness, productivity and thereby profitability

nlp operational principles
NLP consists of a set of powerful techniques for rapid and effective behavioural modification, and an
operational philosophy to guide their use. It is based on four operational principles, which below these
headings are explained in more detail.
1. Know what outcome you want to achieve. (See nlp principle 1 - achieving outcomes.)
2. Have sufficient sensory acuity (acuity means clear understanding) to know if you are moving towards
or away from your outcome (See nlp principle 2 - sensory awareness.)
3. Have sufficient flexibility of behaviour so that you can vary your behaviour until you get your
outcome. (See nlp principle 3 - changing behaviour.)
4. Take action now. (See nlp principle 4 - time for action)
It is important to have specific outcomes. Many people do not have conscious outcomes and wander
randomly through life. NLP stresses the importance of living with conscious purpose. In order to achieve
outcomes it is necessary to act and speak in certain ways. NLP teaches a series of linguistic and
behavioural patterns that have proved highly effective in enabling people to change the beliefs and
behaviours of other people.
In using any of these patterns NLP stresses the importance of continuous calibration of the person or
people you are interacting with in order to see if what you are doing is working. If it is not working it is
important to do something different. The idea is to vary your behaviour until you get the results you
want.
This variation in behaviour is not random. It involves the systematic application of NLP patterns. It is also
important to take action, since nothing ever happens until someone takes the initiative. In short, NLP is
about thinking, observing and doing to get what you want out of life.

nlp principle 1 - achieving outcomes
The importance of knowing your outcome cannot be stressed enough. Many people do not have
conscious outcomes. Others have no idea what they want but know what they don't want. Their life is
based on moving away from those things they don't want. NLP stresses the importance of moving
towards those things you want. Without outcomes life becomes a process of wandering aimlessly. Once
an outcome is determined you can begin to focus on achieving that outcome.
NLP lists certain well-formedness conditions that outcomes should meet. The first of these is that the
outcome needs to be stated in positive terms. This means that the outcome must be what you want
and not what you don't want to happen. Outcomes must be capable of being satisfied. It is both logically

and practically impossible to give someone the negation of an experience. You can't engage in the
process of 'not doing'. You can only engage in the process of doing.
The second well-formedness condition for outcomes is that the outcome must be testable and
demonstrable in sensory experience. There must be an evidence procedure. Unless this is the case,
there is no way to measure progress towards the achievement of the outcome. With an evidence
procedure for the outcome it is possible to determine whether or not you are making progress towards
achieving the outcome.
Third, the desired state must be sensory specific. You must be able to say what you would look like,
sound like and feel like if you achieved the outcome.
Fourth, the outcome or desired state must be initiated and maintained by the subject. This places the
locus (ie position) of control and responsibility for achieving the outcome with the subject and not with
someone else. It is not a well-formed outcome when someone else does something or changes in some
way. All you can do is have an outcome in which you can change yourself or your behaviour so as to
bring about a change in someone else.
Fifth, the outcome must be appropriately and explicitly contextualised. This means that outcomes must
not be stated as universals. You must never want either 'all the time' of 'never', but only under specific
circumstances. In NLP we always strive to create more choice and never to take choice or reduce the
number of possible responses. The goal instead is to make the choices or responses available in the
appropriate circumstances.
Sixth, the desired outcome must preserve any positive product of the present state. If this is not the
case then symptom substitution may occur.
Seventh and finally, the outcome or desired state must be ecologically sound. You should consider the
consequences for yourself and for other people and not pursue outcomes that lead to harm to yourself
or other people.
nlp principle 2 - sensory awareness
Once you know your outcome you must next have sufficient sensory acuity to know if you are moving
towards it or not. NLP teaches the ability to calibrate or 'read' people. This involves the ability to
interpret changes in muscle tone, skin colour and shininess, lower lip size and breathing rate and
location. The NLP practitioner uses these and other indications to determine what effect they are having
on other people. This information serves as feedback as to whether the other person is in the desired
state. An important and often overlooked point is to know to stop when the other person is in the state
that you desire.
nlp principle 3 - changing behaviour
The third operational principle of NLP is to vary your behaviour until you get the response you want.
If what you are doing isn't working, then you need to do something else. You should use your sensory
acuity to determine if what you are doing is leading you in the desired direction of not. It what you are
doing is leading towards your outcome, then you should continue. If, on the other hand, what you are
doing is leading away from your goals, then you should do something else.

nlp principle 4 - time for action
The fourth and final operational principle of NLP is to take action now. There is no place for the slogan
'Complacency rules, and I don't care.' NLP is about taking action now to change behaviour for yourself
and for others, now and in the future. So, to use another catchphrase: 'Don't delay; act today.'

nlp presuppositions
There are certain presuppositions underlying NLP. These are things that are presupposed in effective
communication. Some of these are as follows. Below these headings each presupposition is explained in
more detail.
1. The meaning of a communication is the response you get.
2. The map is not the territory.
3. Language is a secondary representation of experience.
4. Mind and body are parts of the same cybernetic system and affect each other.
5. The law of requisite variety (also known as the first law of cybernetics - cybernetics is the science of
systems and controls in animals, including humans, and machines) states that in any cybernetic system
the element or person in the system with the widest range of behaviours or variability of choice will
control the system.
6. Behaviour is geared towards adaptation.
7. Present behaviour represents the very best choice available to a person.
8. Behaviour is to be evaluated and appreciated or changed as appropriate in the context presented.
9. People have all the resources they need to make the changes they want.
10. 'Possible in the world' or 'possible for me' is only a matter of how.
11. The highest quality information about other people is behavioural.
12. It is useful to make a distinction between behaviour and self.
13. There is no such thing as failure; there is only feedback.

nlp presupposition 1 - meaning equals response
In communication it is usually assumed that you are transferring information to another person. You
have information that 'means' something to the other person and you intend for the other person to
understand what it is you intend to communicate.
Frequently a person assumes that if they 'say what they mean to say', their responsibility for the
communication is over. Effective communicators realise that their responsibility doesn't end when they

finish talking. They realise that, for practical purposes, what they communicate is what the other person
thinks they say and not what they intend to say. Often the two are quite different.
In communication it is important what the other person thinks you say and how they respond. This
requires that the person pays attention to the response they are getting. If it is not the response they
want, then they need to vary their own communication until they get the desired response.
There are several major sources of 'misunderstanding' in communication. The first arises from the fact
that each person has a different life experience associated with each word in the language. Frequently,
what one person means by a word (their complex equivalence for that word) may be something
different from what another person means by it. The second misunderstanding arises from the failure to
realise that a person's tone of voice and facial expression also communicate information, and that the
other person may respond to these as much as they do to what is said. As the old saying goes: 'Actions
speak louder than words,' and in NLP people are trained that when the two are in conflict, the person
should pay more attention to the actions.
nlp presupposition 2 - map and territory
Good communicators realise that the representations they use to organise their experience of the world
('map') are not the world ('territory').
It is important to distinguish between several semantic levels. First there is the world. Second comes the
person's experience of the world. This experience is the person's 'map' or 'model' of the world and is
different for each person. Every individual creates a unique model of the world and thus lives in a
somewhat different reality from everyone else. You do not operate directly on the world but on your
experience of it. This experience may or may not be correct. To the extent that your experience has a
similar structure to the world it is correct and this accounts for its usefulness.
A person's experience, map, model or representation of the world determines how they will perceive
the world and what choices they will see as available to them. Many NLP techniques involve you
changing your representation of the world to make it more useful and to bring it more into line with the
way the world actually is.
nlp presupposition 3 - language and experience
Language is a secondary representation of experience.
Language is at a third semantic level. First is the stimulus coming from the word. Second is the person's
representation of experience of that stimulus. Third is the person's description of that experience by
way of language. Language is not experience but a representation of it. Words are merely arbitrary
tokens used to represent things the person sees, hears or feels. People who speak other languages use
different words to represent the same things that English speakers see, hear or feel. Also, since each
person has a unique set of things that they have seen, heard and felt in their lives, their words have
different meanings from each of them.
People are able to communicate effectively to the degree that these meanings are similar. When they
are too dissimilar, problems in communication begin to arise.
nlp presupposition 4 - body and mind affect each other

Mind and body are parts of the same cybernetic system and affect each other. There is no separate
'mind' and no separate 'body'. Both words refer to aspects of the same 'whole' or 'gestalt', They act as
one and they influence each other in such a way that there is no separation.
Anything that happens in one part of a cybernetic system, such as a human being, will affect all other
parts of that system. This means that the way a person thinks affects how they feel and that the
condition of their physical body affects how they think. A person's perceptual input, internal thought
process, emotional process, physiological response and behavioural output all occur both
simultaneously and through time.
In practical terms, this means that a person can change how they think either by directly changing how
they think or by changing their physiology or other feelings. Likewise, a person can change their
physiology or their emotions by changing how they think. One important corollary of this, which will be
explored later, is the importance of visualisation and mental rehearsal in improving the conduct of any
activity.
nlp presupposition 5 - widest range of behaviours or choices controls the system
Control in human systems refers to the ability to influence the quality of a person's own and other
people's experience in the moment and through time.
The person with the greatest flexibility of behaviour - that is, the number of ways of interacting - will
control the system. Choice is always preferable to no choice, and more choice is always preferable to
less choice. This also relates to the third general principle of NLP, mentioned previously. This principle is
that a person needs to vary their behaviour until they get their desired outcome. If what you are doing is
not working, vary the behaviour and do something else. Anything else is better than continuing with
what doesn't work. Keep varying your behaviour until you find something that works.
nlp presupposition 6 - behaviour and adaptation
Behaviour is geared towards adaptation. A person's behaviour is determined by the context in which
that behaviour originates.
Your reality is defined by your perceptions of the world. The behaviour a person exhibits is appropriate
to their reality. All of a person's behaviour, whether good or bad, is an adaptation. Everything is useful in
some context. All behaviour is or was adaptive, given the context in which it was learned. In another
context it may not be appropriate. People need to realise this and change their behaviour when it is
appropriate to do so.
nlp presupposition 7 - present behaviour is the best choice
Behind every behaviour is a positive intent. A person makes the best choice available to them at any
moment in time, given who the person is and based on all their life experiences and the choices they are
aware of. If offered a better choice they will take it.
In order to change someone's inappropriate behaviour it is necessary to give them other choices. Once
this is done they will behave accordingly. NLP has techniques for providing these additional choices.
Also, in NLP we never take away choices. We only provide more choices and explicitly contextualise the
existing choices.

nlp presupposition 8 - context of behaviour
You need to evaluate your behaviour in terms of what you are capable of becoming. You need to strive
to become all that you are capable of being.
nlp presupposition 9 - resources to change
People have all they need to make changes they want to make. The task is to locate or access those
resources and to make them available in the appropriate context. NLP provides techniques to
accomplish this task.
What this means in practice is that people do not need to spend time trying to gain insight into their
problems or in developing resources to deal with their problems. They already have all the resources
they need to deal with their problems. All that is necessary is to access these resources and transfer
them to the current time frame.
nlp presupposition 10 - the how of possibility
If any other human being is capable of performing some behaviour, then it is possible for you to perform
it, too. The process of determining 'how' you do it is called 'modelling', and it is the process by which
NLP came into being in the first place.
nlp presupposition 11 - behaviour speaks louder than words
Listen to what people say but pay more attention to what they do. If there is any contradiction between
the two then rely on the behaviour. Look for behavioural evidence of change and don't just reply on
people's words
nlp presupposition 12 - distinguish behaviour and self
It is useful to make a distinction between behaviour and self. In other words, just because someone
'screws up' on something it doesn't mean that they are a 'screw-up'. Behaviour is what a person says,
does or feels at any moment in time. This is not a person's self, however. A person's self is greater than
their behaviours.
nlp presupposition 13 - feedback, not failure
It is more valuable for a person to view their experience in terms of a learning frame than in terms of a
failure frame. If a person doesn't succeed in something, that doesn't mean they have failed. It just
means that they have discovered one way not to do that particular thing. The person then needs to vary
their behaviour until they find a way to succeed.
nlp techniques and definitions
NLP consists of a set of powerful techniques to effect change. Some of these techniques are as follows,
with their definitions:
anchoring

The process of associating an internal response with some external trigger so that the response may be
quickly, and sometimes covertly, reaccessed by activating the trigger.
anchors
These may be naturally occurring or set up deliberately. They may be established in all representational
systems and serve to control both positive and negative internal states.
stacking anchors
The process of associating a series of events with one specific anchor so as to strengthen the intensity of
the subject's response to a specific anchor.
collapsing anchors
A process of neutralising negative states by triggering two incompatible responses at the same time.
chaining anchors
A process by which a series of anchors is created to lead from an undesired state through a series of
intermediate states to a desired state.
associated state
Being fully present in a state so as to experience the kinesthetics of it. For past states this involves being
in the experience looking from the perspective of the person's own eyes.
dissociated state
Recreating a past experience from the perspective of an onlooker or observer. This means the person
does not re-experience the original emotion but instead experiences the emotions of an observer.
double kinesthetic dissociation
The process of watching yourself watching a film of a past experience. This is used in cases of phobias
and extreme psychic trauma.
calibration
The process of reading a subject's internal responses in an ongoing interaction by pairing them with
observable behavioural cues.
change history
A process of guiding a subject to re-experience a series of past situations by the use of selective
anchoring. Resource states are developed for each situation and are installed in the subject's repertoire
in order to change the significance of the past events.

rapport
The process of establishing a relationship with a subject that is characterised by harmony,
understanding and mutual confidence. This is done by reducing to a minimum the perceived difference
at the unconscious level.
reframing
A process used to separate a problematic behaviour from the positive intention to the internal part
responsible for that behaviour. New choices of behaviour are established that maintain the positive
intent but don't have the problematic by-products.
strategy
A set of explicit mental and behavioural steps used to achieve a specific outcome. This is represented by
a specific sequence of representational systems used to carry out the specific steps.
submodalities
The subclassification of external experience. The decomposing into its components of a picture, sound
or feeling.
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imune

12 month
home study course

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological
bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored
supervised contact.
Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim
and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and
dominate medicine to further build their profits.
Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.
The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio,

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.
But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine.
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine.
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma
Big Sugar
Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers

Big Media
Big Banking
Big Money

